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THE CORE VISION
OF STATE GOVERNMENT
The Commission on Reform and Efficiency envjsions a Minnesota state government that
is mission driven, oriented toward quaHty outcomes, efficient, responsive to clients, and
respectful of aU stakeholders. These goals are defined below.

Mission driven
State government will have clearly defined purposes and internal organizational structures
that support the achievement of those aims.

Oriented toward quality outcomes
State government will provide quality services. It will focus its human, technical, and
financial resources on producing measurable results. Success will be measw'ed by actual
outcomes rather than processes performed or dollars spent.

Efficient
State government will be cost-conscious. It will be organized so that outcomes are
achieved with the least amount of input. Structures will be flexible and responsive to
changes in the social, economic, and technological environments. There will be minimal
duplication of services and adequate communication between units. Competition will be
fostered. Appropriate delivery mechanisms will be used.

Responsive to clients
State government services will be designed with the customer in mind. Services will be
accessible, located conveniently, and provided in a timely manner, and customers will
clearly understand legal requirements. Employees will be rewarded for being responsive
and respectful. Bureaucratic approvals and forms will be minimized.

Respectful of stakeholders
State government will be sensitive to the needs of all stakeholders in providing services.
It will recognize the importance of respecting and cultivating employees. It will foster
cooperative relationships with local units of government, and nonprofit and business
sectors. It will provide services in the spirit of assisting individual clients and serving the
broader publ ic interest.
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The Honorable Ember Reichgott
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Legislative Commission on Planning and Fiscal Policy'
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Dear Governor Carlson and Senator Reichgott:
Pursuant to Laws of Minnesota 1991, Chapter 345, Article 1, Section 17, Subdivision 9, the
Commission on Reform and Efficiency was directed to recommend long-term actions for
improving government efficiency and effectiveness.
This is one of a series of reports being issued in response to our charge and provides
detailed findings and recommendations regarding the state/county human services delivery
system. We are pleased to report that the commission has identified numerous
opportunities for significant reform. The problem analysis and recommendations contained
in this and our subsequent reports represent the best thinking of our diverse and bipartisan
group. You will see that we have taken our charge seriously and have not shied away from
controversy. We respectfully request your continued support for the much-needed
.government reform detailed in the commission's reports and recommendations.
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EXECUTIVE SUMl\1ARY

M

innesota is a leader in its commitment to health and human services. Many of
its ideas and programs have been models for other states. Still, its health and.
human services system is far from perfect.

The Commission on Reform and Efficiency (CORE) reviewed the roles, responsibilities,
and relationships of all the players in Minnesota's human services system, from state and
local government agencies to providers and service customers. The commission also identified four key principles for the system, built upon the CORE reform imperatives: Minnesota's human services system should be mission-driven, accountable, customer-focused,
and outcome-driven.
Based on the input of more than 425 people involved in the Minnesota's human services
system and other research, CORE identified six major barriers to an effective and
efficient human services system.

Major barriers
Minnesota's human services system lacks a clear and comprehensive vision. There is no
unified sense of what is expected of the state's human services system.

Minnesota's human services agencies do not have coordinated missions. Agencies'
missions do not always appropriately reflect their roles, and many missions overlap.

Minnesota's human services system lacks leadership. Interviewees' comments demonstrated a consistent lack of confidence that anyone is taking responsibility for directing the
system toward improvement.
The state human services system is fragmented. Responsibility for the array ofprograms
and services that make up the human selVices system is scattered among several distinct
bureaucracies at thefederal, state, and county levels. Frngmentation presents a challenge
to program managers and customers alike. Major problems include uncoordinated
planning and service delivery, limited resource capacity, professional specialization, and
turf protection.
The state human services system is complex and prescriptive. The focus is on process,
rather than on outcomes. Efforts of program managers at the state, county and vendor

levels have become focused on designing process standards to avoid the worst-case
scenario, rather than on achieving broad program goals.
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Inappropriate incentives built iruo Minnesota's human services system contribute to its
fragmented ard prescriptive naLUre. Incentives and disincentives present in the system are
often the Wlplanned and WIaltticipalfd coo""luences of decisions made for other reasons.
To develop a system that is mission-dri_, accountable, customer-focused, and outcome00_, CORE makes 13 recommendations for overooming these barriers:

Recommendations
RecommeruJution 1 would establish a secreIaIy for health and human services, who
would report to the governor and oversee the programs, budgets and adminislIalion of

-state human services agencies.
A secreIaIy for health and human services would address the lack of vision and leadership
in Minnesota's human services system and improve the ooordination and integration of
planning and service delivery. The secretary would be primarily involved in policy
direction and oversight, rather than day-I<><!ay operations of the agencies.
The chief operating officer for each state health and human services agency would be a
deputy secreIaIy, who would report directly to the secreIaIy. The state agencies that
would be included in the health and human secretariat are Health, Human Services,
Housing Finance, Veterans Affairs, Corredions, and parts of Jobs and Training.
RecommeruJution 2 calls for the creation of local health and human services districts
(HHSDs). These districts would be created for local health and human services program
planning and administration. Services would continue to be delivered within communities.

This new adminislIalive structure would involve counties within a district in joint planning
and adminislIalion to identify and address the health and human services needs of the
entire district. Establishing these districts would improve tinkages between resources and
provide for more comprehensive planning. A single point of accountability for districtwide planning and administration would benefit people working within the system, as well

as customers.
RecommeruJution 3 directs the secreIaIy of health and human services, with the assistance
ofHHSDs and the concurrence of the legislature, to identify target populations, determine
service eligibility priorities, and develop a list of health and social services eligible for
state funding and constituting a "minimum and adequate level of services" to meet basic

needs.
These services could be enhanced through the discretionary services provided through
state and local funding. Discretionary options would vary depending on state and local

resources.
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Recommendation 4 urges creation of an "HHSD grant" to give local health and human
services districts greater flexibility to meet local needs.
The HHSD grant would offer maximum flexibility to local districts. It would increase the
size of local social services block grant funds and eliminate many categorical grants,
while maintaining a basic threshold of services as the minimum. The HHSD grant would
be fonned by combining health and human services funding sources that are made up
primarily of state dollars and are not entitlements.

Recommendation 5 proposes that state and local agencies and service providers fully
adopt an outcomes orientation in budgeting, administration, regulation and enforcement,
and direct service delivery.

Recommendations 6 through 8 address the prescriptive nature ofrules. These recommendations tighten criteria for what is included in rules, require an agency review and repeal
process for existing health and human services rules, and recommend that state agencies
pennit and encourage regulated entities to apply for waivers from existing rules.
Changes in rules and a less prescriptive system call for concurrent changes in the role of
enforcement. Recommendations 9 and 10 require state agencies to investigate and
implement new methods of enforcement and sanctions for noncompliance with rules and
regulations.

Recommendations 11 through 13 are designed to achieve a customer-focused system by
encouraging state and county health and human services agencies to clearly define their
customers and to empower staff to serve customers well. These recommendations also
appeal to the legislature, state agencies, counties, and providers to work in partnership
to empower customers to achieve their goals.
A secretary system can create an environment conducive to leadership and cooperation.
Establishing health and human services districts, a set of basic services, and a new health
and human services grant would reduce administrative and service fragmentation. Making
pragmatic changes in the state's approach to human services rules and emphasizing
perlormance could help to trnnsfonn the system from a process to an outcomes
orientation. Finally, adopting a customer focus at all levels of administration could make
the system more responsive to the customers it is designed to serve.
CORE projects a total of almost $50 million savings over five years upon full
implementation of a secretary structure, health and human services districts, and funding
changes. The remaining recommendations would result in significant improvements in the
way human services are delivered in Minnesota, improvements that would be clearly
noticeable to human services customers.
CORE's recommendations are designed to mitigate the effects of pressures forcing the
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system away from vision, away from a customer fucus, and toward preo::ription and
fragmentation. Some of the recommendations oould be implernenlfd immedialeIy by stlle
and local governments, without additional statutoI)' authority. Many oth"'" would require
time to ""'rk out the detlils and to obillin necessary state and federnllaw cbanges. TlJ11e
is also needed to _
the kinds of attitude and cultural cbanges ........ 1)' for a
significantly refooned human services system.

Refonn is oot a one-time event but a process of continual cbange. Every attempt at
cbange helps to pave the road for future reforms. CORE's reconunendations build on past
efforts and point the way toward achieving a dramatically impr<Md health and human
services system in Minnesota.
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INTRODUCTION
he Commission on Reform and Efficiency examined Minnesota's human services
delivery system as part of its efforts to recommend alternative strategies for
delivering government services, streamlining service delivery, reducing costs, and
improving accountability.

T

Project work plan
The CORE Human Services Project was charged with reviewing "the roles, responsibilities, and relationships between state and county government as they relate to the delivery
of human services programs within a coordinated system. "
The project undertook to examine Minnesota's system for providing human services to
determine if changes could be made that would result in improved customer outcomes.
The project did not focus on specific programs but instead examined the overall system
of delivery for a wide variety of human services programs. The project reviewed the roles
and responsibilities of the departments of Human SelVices, Health, Corrections, Veterans
Affairs, Jobs and Training, and Education and the Minnesota Housing Finance Agency,
as well as the roles of federal and local governments in service delivery.
The CORE Program Analysis Working Committee reviewed briefing papers prepared by
staff, deliberated issues and options, and developed the recommendations contained in this
report. The full commission approved these recommendations on Jan. 28, 1993.

Professional assistance
A group of 10 experts in human services delivery acted as consultants to CORE project
staff. These individuals unofficially represented state agencies, legislative committees,
counties, and a citizens group. They served as a sounding board for ideas and as counsel
for keeping the project properly focused.

Human services system principles
To begin the project, the working committee defined four key principles for Minnesota's
human services system, based on the CORE reform imperatives. This set of principles
provided a guide for how the human services system can and should operate. These principles hold that Minnesota's human services system should be:
II

mission-driven, having a clearly identified purpose for the system;
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• acaJWItable fur carrying out specific responsibilities;
• customer-focused, concerned with meeting the needs of customers; and

• OUlcvme-driven, making decisions based on measurable, specific results.
By stating clearly what the buman services system should be, CORE provided a standard
by which to evaluate the condition of the current system.

Persons interviewed
Once the system principles were articulated, the next step was to identify the most
important barriers to achieving those principles. A cross-section of service customers (the
end-users), state and county managers, providers, human services experts, and elected
officials were askfd to help identify barriers. CORE project staff conducted 55 interviews
and fucus groups with approximately 425 individuals (see Appendix A). Previous studies
of human services systems in Minnesota and 16 other states were reviewed, along with
the 1atest literature on human services delivery, to identify additional key barriers (see
References).
With the barriers identified, CORE began the searcb for solutions with a focus primarily
on improved customer outcolllCS.
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BACKGROUND
innesota has a state-supervised, county-administered human services system.
Services and eligibility for income maintenance (for example, Aid to Families
with Dependent Children and food stamps) and health care programs are determined by state agencies, but counties are responsible for delivering these services to clients, either directly or through contracts with providers. Many social services are determined by counties. About half of the funding for social service programs is provided by
counties from local property taxes. Community health services are supervised by the state
but provided through county or city governments. Unemployment and jobs training pr0grams are administered by state Job Service bureaus and local service providers. School
districts provide some health and social services, and schools sometimes are the delivery
sites for county- or city-provided services.

M

Service providers
Government providers
The government providers of services in Minnesota include cities, counties, and school
districts.

Cities - For the most part, cities do not provide health and human services. The exceptions are some cities in latger metropolitan areas, which may have public health departments and social service programs. Many also provide what can be tenned human services through parks and recreation programs; these services include day care, elderly activities, and youth programs. Block nurse programs are often run by neighborhood organizations.
Counties - Minnesota's 87 counties are bound by law to deliver services that the state
has directed or pennitted them to provide. Counties provide these services through staff
and contracted providers.
The human services delivery system in most counties consists of a social services agency,
a public health agency, and a community corrections component. In recent years,
however, the judicial system, law enforcement agencies, and school districts have all
assumed greater roles in identifying and delivering human services.
Each county is required by a variety of statutes and roles to provide state agencies with
plans that specifically identify how the county will implement the programs of each
agency. Funds provided by the state for implementing programs are disbursed to counties
through formula allocations, competitive and noncompetitive grants, reimbursement for
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serin&s, 'or direct appropriations::Depending 00 the program, counties are required to or
volunlarily provide fundiDg to assist in implementatioo. For some programs, counties are
required to submit to the funding agency periodic program and financial reports 00 how
it is achieving the goals as outlined in the plan or specified in the mandates and how
funds
being disbiir&xl.
'

are

School districts - MiimesoIa's public schoOls are adminisiered by 436 independent
school districts with locally elected school boards. Funding for school programs comes
from a combination of state appropriations and local property !aXes. Districts are diverse
in size, pcipuJation density, resources, and the special i\eeds of their students.

Other providers
,

.

Other providers of health and human services inclode area agencies 00 ilging, Indian
reseJValions, and many private businesses and .nonProfit agencies. Busiilesses and
foundations also contribute substantial1y to human services in the state.

Agencies on aging - The Minnesota Board on Aging, ilsSisted by Department of
Human Services (DRS) staff, plans or provides services and infonnation to elderly
persons in the stale and educates the public about aging issues. The boord, whose
member1i are appointal by the gcwernor, administers federal and stale grants throogh 14
area agencies on·aging (AAAs) throughout the state,.AAA boundaries generally match
those of economic development regions. Services provided throogh MAs include federal
Older Americans Aa. services such as senior companioo sezvices, foster grandpareot
programs, congI:egate and home-<lelivered meals, the RetinxI Senior Volunteer Program,
and other local programs. An ombudsman program is staffa!. by \)RS and .assists with
nursing home, acute care, and home care comp~ts. . :_~
Indian resenatiODS - The II Indian reseJValions in Minnesota are involved with the
delivery of human services to approximately 50,000 Native Americans. Both federal and
state governments have classified the reservations as sovereign nations. As such, each
reseJValioo has a $Iislinctly different relationsWp with stale agencies in terms of the
programs specifically designed for its populations and the amounts and types of funds
allocatal.

Nonprofit organizations - Many nonprofit oIganizJltions provide services in the state,
ranging from medical care to educatioo, SUWOrt groups;.and citiun advocacy.
Businesses and fonodatiODS - Minnesota's businesses rank the highest natiooally in
philanthropic contributions to the community. So many state businesses are leaders in this
·area that it would be difficult to list them. The Dayton-Hudsoo Foundatioo ,is one
significant business contributor to human services in Minnesola. .
Other foundations of special note include the WIlder Foundation and

thl: McKnight
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Foundation. As one of the few operating foundations in the nation, Wnder has piloted
many programs that have later been expanded beyond the foundation. The McKnight
Foundation is one of the largest in the nation and has a primary commitment to human
services. Many programs can credit the McKnight Foundation for their success.

Influences on the system
Minnesota has many excellent health and human services programs. These programs have
experienced a great deal of change over the last several decades as individuals and groups
have sought to continually improve the system. A number of factors, both external and
internal, significantly influence the delivery of human services in Minnesota, including
the following:
.. The human services system is complex, with many programs, needs, and administrative entities.
.. The demographics of the state, and thus the customers of human services, are rapidly
changing.
.. The state is no longer operating in an era of abundant funding. Cost-eutting and
efficiencies are now facts of life. The past three state budgets were designed to make
up the deficit between projected state revenues and projected expenditures. Competition for scarce dollars has increased.
.. The system is highly dependent on relatively inflexible federal funding to provide
many programs.
.. Minnesota ranks among the top five states in human services expenditures!; people
receiving services from the system expect that services will continue to be provided
at a high level of quality.
.. The role of the courts in setting human services policy has become stronger in recent
years; the growth in prescriptive rules and procedures is in part a response to the
threat of litigation.
These broad factors point toward a need for reassessment of the delivery of human
services in Minnesota. Following are CORE's findings that clearly define the challenges
in the current system.

lMinnesota ranked fourth in per capita state and local government expenditures for public welfare
programs and eighth in the percentage of total state expenditures for human services. Source:
Kathleen O'Leary Morgan, Scott Morgan, and Neal Quitno, eds. State Rankings 1992: A Statistical View of the 50 United States (Lawrence, Kans.: Morgan Quitno Corp., 1992).
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FINDINGS

C

ORE has identified six major baniers to an effective human services system in
Minnesota:

1.

The system lacks a clear and comprehensive vision.

2.

Human services agencies do not have appropriate, coordinated missions.

3.

The system lacks leadership.

4.

The system is fragmented. Responsibility for the array of programs and services
that make up the human services system is scattered among severnl distinct
bureaucracies at the federal, state, and county levels.

5.

The system is complex and prescriptive. Its focus is on process, rather than on
outcomes.

6.

Inappropriate incentives built into the system contribute to its fragmented and
prescriptive nature.

These challenges, which were identified through interviews and focus groups with about
425 participants, must be addressed to improve Minnesota's human services system.

Lack of clear, comprehensive vision
Finding No.1•. The human services system lacks a clear and comprehensive vision.

A vision is the essential reason for an organization or system's existence, its ideals, and
its ultimately desired outcomes. A system's vision is developed by its policymakers. In
government, policymakers include the governor, the legislature, department executives
and, increasingly, the judiciary.
Many individuals interviewed by CORE identified a lack of a unifying vision as a serious
detriment to the system. They said, for example:

Does the state know who.t it really wants?
What is the state's long-range plan?

Witlwut a larger vision, something that spans bowularies, major refonn cannot be
accomplished.
Sometimes we forget why we are doing who.t we are doing.
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Every organization needs to develop a vision that identifies the reasons for its existence
and the outoornes it is designed to achieve. Without a vision, a system can work at cross
purposes with itself.

M

A variety of strategic planning models have been developed to assist organizations in
developing a vision. A strategic planning process can also help an organization to
determine organizational wlues, establish goals and objectives, and develop a list of
priority issues.

For the human services system, developing a clear visioo is critical because: (1) it
operates in the turbulent environment of changing policies, funding, and leadership; (2)
it is oonstanUy being asla:d by advocates, the legislature, and the public to provide more
services; and (3) it is coofronting expectations that all government services should be
reewluated, be made more acx:ountable, and rely 00 measurable outoomes.
For these reasons, policymakers should strive for consistency in the purposes for a human
services system. In developing this consistent vision, it also is important to identify the
problems that must be addressed and the outcomes desired.

Lack of appropriate, coordinated missions
FInding No. 2. Human serviCfs agencies do not have appropriate, eoonIinated
missions.

A mission is a long-term view of what the organization's role is in attaining the vision.
A mission answen the basic questions about what the organization's business should be
and who its eustomen are. The missioo is usually developed by the leadership of the
organizatioo. In government agencies, commissioners and their staff have primary
responsibility for developing agency missions.

Comments from participants about the lack of clear or coordinated missions in
Minnesota's human services system include:

DHS hos be£n in a rrenI1 <7\\\'l)I from being a supervisory agency to being a regulatoryflegaJistic agency.

if the role qf the stOle is /1) make sure people's needs are met, there needs /1) be
more qf an empIwsis on technical assistance than on the regulatory/sanction side.
The stOle sIwuId get out oJthe business qfbeing aprovider, a licenser, and a payer
ofservices.
The result qf [the process-<Jrienled] approot:h is a shift oj our mission ojhelping
people /1) an obsession with making sure nothing goes wrong.
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There is no bottom-up, client-eentered view of the whole program.
There is a C011l:ept ofDRS as a cost-eontainment agency, not as a service-delivery
agency. Many people perceive the mission as solely cost containment.
Once a vision is developed, each organization that has a role in attaining that vision needs
a mission statement to ensure consistency and clarity of purpose, provide a point of
reference for decisions, encourage commitment within the organization, and stimulate
understanding. Each mission should support the vision.
Many examples of uncoordinated or overlapping missions exist throughout state
government. 2 One is the overlap in planning for long-term care services in the missions
for four DHS and Department of Health (MDH) divisions:
MDH Health Resources Division: "... develops long-term care policy for the state
and works with other state agencies to implement that policy. "
MDH Community Health Services Division: ". . . provides support and assistance
to local community health boards in the planning of local public health programs
and the delivery of services. "
DHS Long-Term Care Management Division: "... develops and coordinates longterm care policies, rules,procedures, and reimbursement systems . . . and the
administration of home and community-based services."
DHS Aging Program Division: ". . . works cooperatively and collaboratively with
other divisions in the department to plan, develop, and implement services that are
delivered to older persons . . . . It also works with other state agencies . . . [by]
developing and analyzing policy impacting on older persons . . . ."
An important element of any mission statement is clearly identifying the customers of the
organization. For example, the Department of Jobs and Training (DIT) mission statement

indicates that it serves "the unemployed and underemployed. " This statement is accurate,
as DJT staffactually have direct contact with unemployed and underemployed individuals.
The Department of Human Services, on the other hand, states that its role is to "assist
those citizens whose . . . resources are not adequate to meet their basic human needs. "
Although DHS programs are designed to assist these citizens, this statement does not
clearly define the agency's role, since DHS employees rarely have contact with the endusers of human service programs. The day-to-day customers of DHS are county
governments and service providers.

2See Minnesota Guidebook to State Agency Services, 1992-1995. (St. Paul: State of Minnesota,
1992.)
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County social seIVices agencies indicate that DRS does not provide enough technical assistance, policy and program development, adequate information and feedback, or methods
for quality improvement. This may be because the department does not view counties as
its customers. One of the county representatives asserted that if DRS reassigned half the
rule-making personnel to technical assistance, "we wouldn't need as many rules, and the
clients would receive better seIVioe. • Because DHS provides limited direct services to
citiuns, it is not surprising that many interviewees felt that DRS's mission and its efforts
should be refocused.
For contIasl, compore the mission statements of the Minnesota Department of Human
Services and the New York State Department of Social Services:
Minnesota Department of Human Services, May 1992
The Department of Human Services, in partnership with the federal govemtnel1l, county
and other public, private and community agencies throughout Minnesota, is a stale agency
directed by Jaw to assist those citizens whose personal or family resources are not
adequate 10 meet their basic human needs. It is committed to helping them attain the
maximum degree of self-sufficiency consistent with their individual capabilities. To these
ends, the Department will promote the dignity, safety and rights of the individuals, and
will assure public accountability and trust through respoosible use of available resources.

New York State Department of Social Services, May 1992
The mission of the New York State Department of Social Services is to guide and support

the provision of direct services by local districts and other agencies, through policy and
program development, system support, technical assistance, infonnation, monitoring and
quality improvement.

The social services system in New York. carnes out our constitutional commitment to
provide for the aid, care, and support of U1e needy by:
•

Enhancing the well-being of our citizens through programs and senrices that promote
seIf~ciency. health and family strength;

•

Sustaining and protecting vulnerable citizens who are unable to care for themselves;

•

Effectively managing cash and medical assistance to support people during the loss
of employment and other adversity;

•

Providing humane, long-term support to those with chronic needs; and

•

Canying out this mission in ways that strengthen the families of our state, respecting
the dignity of individuals, and providing the maximum possible benefits to state
citizens for the funds entrusted to us.
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According to these two mission statements, New York's human services delivery system
is state-administered and locally delivered; Minnesota's appears to be state-supetVised and
state-delivered. In fact, both departments provide limited direct service to clients and use
a substate delivery system (Minnesota using counties and New York using local districts).
The confusion is caused by the focus in Minnesota's DRS mission statement on the
citizen who needs services, while New York's statement focuses on assisting the "districts
and agencies" that provide services. DRS's focus on the citizen, while undoubtedly wellintended, has little to do with whether counties are equipped with the necessary
information and administrative tools to deliver services.
The role of DRS in the Minnesota human services system is unclear. Although this may
not be directly caused by a mission statement, the process of developing appropriate and
coordinated missions for all human services agencies can help resolve and prevent this
kind of confusion.

Lack of leadership
Finding No.3. The human services system lacks leadership.

When people say Minnesota's human services system lacks leadership, they may be
speaking of a desire for a strong, charismatic crusader leading the way; they may be
making the observation that there are many strong leaders, but each has a separate agenda
that does not encompass all of human services; they may be expressing the perception
that human services issues often appear to be uninteresting to powerful people, compared
with other public policy issues; or they may be talking about the fact that at the state
level, commissioners and assistant commissioners change :frequently as a result ofpolitical
change.
All these points of view were expressed in interviews and focus groups. It is difficult to
pinpoint just what is needed in the way of leadership to :fill this void. But the perceived
problems do indicate some possible solutions. Defining the essentials of leadership may
be a start toward solving the problem.
One theorist puts it this way:
Leadership is a part of management, but not all of it. A manager is required to plan and
organize, but all we ask of the leader is that they get others to follow . . .. Leadership
is the ability to persuade others to seek defined objectives enthusiastically. It is the human
factor which binds a group together and motivates it toward goals. Management activities
such as planning, organizing, and decision making are dormant cocoons until the leader
triggers the power of motivation in people and guides them toward goals.3

3Fred E. Fiedler, A Theory o/Leadership Effectiveness (New York: McGraw Hill, 1968).
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Interview participants made these conunents 00 this lack of leadezship:

Nobody is in a position to see big issues or influence the system to the extent
TIi!CeSSt1IY even

if they "'''' seen.

In the executive brt:U>::h, there are many efforts to chtur a ririon and a course ....
Why? How does this get unijied?
Threats, sanctions, and paper ""';ew substitule for leadership, people, and system
development.
There is 1lOl enough rommitmenl at the top to cony out new ideas, such as being
custfJn7erfocused.
Agencies dfJn't always ""It \W!/l together. There nwJs to be a higher auJhoril)/
than DHS. Otherwise, \W! are just rearmnging the deck chairs on the TItanic.
The single most injfuenJial Odion required for positive outcomes is stabiliwl
kodership which provides ririon for the system.

QuoJijied kodership in office long enough to implement a plan is neetkd. It would
provide connectedness bet\W!en people and strotegy.

These conunents demonstrale the persistent lack of confidence felt among participants in
the health and human services system, particularly regaxding DRS. Respondents did not
think that anyone is taking responsibility for dira:ting the system tow.lId improvement.
Neither did interviewees feel that significant change was possible immediately, because
of the system's complexity. Nonetheless, addressing the lack of visioo, missioo, and
leadeclrip was emphasized as a first and critical step tow.lId refonn of the health and

human services system.
Leadership is central to the development of a human services visioo and the coordinatioo
of human services missions. The difficulty with leadeclrip lies in its relationship to
power. One person might have the ability to be an effective leader but not the full
authority to act. Another pe=n might be in a positioo of power but fail to exercise
leadership. In both cases, there is a leadership void.
In Minnesota, no positioo cunently exists wherein an individual could exercise leadeclrip
for the entire human services system. Theoretically, the gCM2TlOl' could do this. The
scope of the governor's responsibilities, hoIve\u, prevents the kind of constant attention
that would be necessary to lead the 1aIge and complex health and human services system.
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System fragmentation
Finding No.4. The human services system is fragmented. Responsibility for the
array of programs and services that make up the system is scattered among several
distinct bureaucracies at the federal, state, and county levels.

Minnesota's human services system is made up of several state agencies 4 and a local
delivery system administered by counties. This state-supervised, county-delivered system
was designed to pennit local flexibility in services delivery, essential in a state as
geographically large and variously populated as Minnesota. Because of the interactive
effect of programs directed by several federal and state agencies, however, system
fragmentation is a challenge to program managers and customers.
Services to persons with developmental disabilities (DD) illustrate this point. Three federal
agencies set standards and funding for these programs, and four state agencies are
responsible for administering various DD programs. Within DHS, 12 divisions are
responsible for planning and administering state DD programs. There are 436 school districts and 84 county human services agencies responsible for delivering DD services. Of
these 84 local agencies, most do not deliver DD services directly but contract with one
or several vendors who provide the services to customers.

Fragmentation in communication
According to state and county personnel, there is a lot of time-ronsuming communication,
but "it is not effective communication" that helps people serve the customer. Instead, they
say, "there is a lot of process communication. " Sometimes the state doesn't communicate
with itself: the Department of Health (MDH) may cite a facility for failure to comply
with health and safety regulations but not inform the DHS Licensing Division until
several days later. Similarly, DHS may seek to place a residential facility under
receivership and fail to communicate this action to MDH.
Administrative systems that do not work together are a barrier to coordinated planning.
For example, units in the departments of Health and Education attempted to set up ajoint
spending account for a small grant they shared, but administrative complexities prevented
it.
People who are providing services believe that navigating the system is too difficult and
confusing for citizens. It can be especially difficult and frustrating for people who are
elderly or from another culture or who have a mental illness. People don't lmow what
programs and services are available, much less how to obtain access to them. Clients of
the welfare system say the best place to find out about programs is not from case workers

4S ee Appendix B for charts of state agencies' human services programs.
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but from people 00 the street. People attempting to identify options fur their aging parents
doo't know where to go fur full information and refenals. Even a perusaI of the tel.,.
phooe directory doesn't make it easier. Public human services programs in Minnesota are
provided through 84 county entities,' each with its own services and delivery system.
Different counties offer different public services, so that the services available to people
often depend 00 where they live.
Although many different progxams are available, people needing services still full through
the ClaCks. County service providers often aren't aware of available nooprofit and priwtesector services. For example, a receptionist at a oounty office reported that although the
office does ha", a resoorce manual, it is out of date. There is no incenti", for service
providers to work together to plan services. Customers must fill out applications for
services again and again. They must repeatedly "'Plain their problems before they finally
get to the right persoo or the right program.
Customers and even case managers say that when they do find a progxam that can help,
they often ha", to check and recbeck the progxam policies with different state personnel
because there is a fear of doing things wrong, and it seems everyone has a different
answer.

Uncoordinated planning and service delivery
A lack of coordinated planning exists at the local, slate, and federal levels. County
administrators and progxam managers say that policy formuIatioo is sometimes inconsistent amoog various state g~t entities that design services for the same populations.
Progxams typically do not coordinate planning. For example, child care programs have
become complicated because the DHS Family Support Progxams Divisioo is respoosible
fur financing, while the Children's Services Division is respoosible for the progxam rules.
These divisions are under the authority of two different assistant commissioners at the
agency.
Another example is federally funded aging programs, which are in a different DHS
division from the nursing home and senior altemati", care programs. These divisions also
are under the authority of two different assi_t commissioners. Aging programs become
even more fragmented at the local level. Similar services are planned and provided
through area agencies 00 aging, oounty public health agencies, and oounty social service
agencies (as well as private agencies). A DHS survey of oounty social services and public
health agencies found that in most cases, it was unclear which agency had lead

jOne set of three counties and a pair of countie.o; have combined human services administrations,
makin2 a total of 84 county human services administrative entities among the 87 counties.
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responsibility for the state-required preadmission screening program. 6 An interagency
group called Intercom is planning to review and restructure preadmission screening.
Another :factor complicating planning is the existence of three different fiscal years Q.ocal,
state, and federal). This makes the Community Social Services Act (CSSA) and
community health services (CHS) planning and budgeting processes difficult to carry out.
CSSA plans are due months ahead of the local budget, so these plans always require
complicated amendments and revisions with the state. Additionally, CSSA and CHS plans
are rarely coordinated because they are due at different times to different state agencies.
Almost everyone involved in the system admits that although coordinated planning should
be a desired goal, and some examples of coordination do exist, it is time-consuming and

labor-intensive, and resources for it are insufficient at the state and local levels. Turf
issues also impinge on planning and service coordination. Agencies have no real incentive
to risk giving up some power to coordinate with other entities.
A human services case study illustrates the effects of fragmented bureaucratic structures.
In France, a holistic, integrated mental health services plan was proposed but never
implemented because of coordination problems and turf issues. Program administrators
had no incentive to coordinate services and make the new plan work. By contrast, in a
similar undertaking in Sweden, major structural changes at a national level eliminated
similar turf protection issues, and enabled the development of supportive relationships and
local coordinating mechanisms, which led to successful implementation. In this study, a
fragmented bureaucratic structure resulted in failure to implement a new program
(France), while a cohesive, integrated structure (in Sweden) resulted in success. 7
Minnesota's human services system is more complicated than those in some other states
because of the state's diverse geography and population and the fact that the system is
designed to be administered by 87 disparate entities (the counties), as well as more than
400 school districts. Researchers have noted that "intergovernmental strife multiplies if
a state has many regions with sharp disparities in cultural identity, economic vitality, and
natural resources" and that "often the reason behind state-local tension is the state's role
as referee for inter-local disputes."8 This struggle among local entities with the state in
the role of referee encourages local entities to protect their turf, rather than cooperate.

6Minnesota Department of Human Services, A Review of the Preadmission Screening and
Alternative Care Grant Programs (St. Paul: DHS, March 21, 1991).
70rganization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Policies for Innovation in the Service
Sector: Identification and Structure ofRelevant Factors (Washington, D.C.: OECD Publications
Center, 1977).

8Deborah D. Roberts, "Carving out Their Niche: State Advisory Commissions on Intergovernmental Relations," Public Administration Review, November/December 1989.
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Resourre capacity
Acoording to various people who worl< in or receive services from the system, many
axmties, because of their size, do not have enough Sla1f to adequaJe1y plan and administer
services or a laJge enough popuIatioo base to achieve the scale necessary to offer some
services. Thus, the level and quality of service delivery vary among axmties, even
though standanIs are uniform across the stale. For example, some axmties are better at
oblaining grants than are others, resulting in different levels of service amoog axmties.
l.aIger axmties also have the capacity and the populatioo base to be good subjects for
innovative pi10t prqjects or similar experiments.
The laJger county health and human services adminislIations are recognized by stale
agency Sla1f as being more capable and professional, because they are able to employ
planners and financial experts as well as an adequate number of protessiooals who
provide dired services. Still, small axmties with few Sla1f are expected to provide the
same level of program planning and analysis. Small counties have complained that they
do not have the Sla1f resources to keep informed of state policies and that applying for
grants and producing otber documents and applications can be ditlicu1t.
Sixty percent of Minnesota's popuIatioo resides in the eight axmties with more than
lOO,lXXl popuIatioo. Twenty percent resides in 21 axmties of 3O,lXXl to lOO,lXXl
population, and another 20 percent resides in the 58 counties with less than 3O,lXXl
population. This means that more than half the state's population is served by eight
axmty administrations, while another fifth is served by 58 (Figure I).

Figure 1. State population by county
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The 44 Community Health Services (CHS) districts, which were established in 1987, set
a precedent for consolidated local services administration in the state. 9 People who work
within the system generally agree that CHS districts work well and are small enough to
keep decisions on an understandable local level. Counties have demonstrated their comfort
with this configuration. Only one county has withdrawn from its CHS district; counties
that applied together for SAIL (Seniors Agenda for Independent Living) funds in 1992
:frequently did so along CHS lines. to
Although they are based on a minimum population base of 30,000, the actual average
CHS district size is 97,150. Of the 44 districts, 21 are single county regions with
populations ranging from 11,682 in Watonwan County to 1.03 million in Hennepin
County. In the remaining 23 multicounty districts, the population ranges from 24,731 in
District 35 to 241,755 in District 4.
Resource capacity challenges also exist at the state level. State agency staff has been
reduced over the past two years because of budget constraints. Many vacant positions
have not been filled, meaning that the state is now trying to do more with fewer staff.
The fragmented county-administered human services system strains the state's limited
resources. State agency professionals sometimes find themselves doing important clerical
tasks (answering phones, preparing informational packets), rather than attending to policy
matters. DRS staff say that it is difficult and time-consuming to reply to dozens of
inquiries from various county administrations regarding program policies and that they
are unable to provide technical assistance or audits of all social service agencies on a
regular basis.
While acknowledging the benefits of local control, state agency personnel also criticize
the county-administered system, saying that it is terribly time-consuming for the state to
deal with 84 county human services entities, each of which views itself as an equal
partner with the state. It seems to state program administrators that every question can
have at least 84 variations. For example, two state employees are assigned to work on
the state preadmission screening (PAS) program. Eighty-four county social services
agencies and at least 66 public health agencies provide PAS services, and staff from each
of these agencies contact these two state employees for policy clarification or assistance.
A common complaint from counties is that the state agencies do not do a good job of
investigating and replicating methods that have worked in other programs and could be
transferrable. Resource problems at the state and county levels prevent counties from
creating and testing innovations and prevent the state from researching and transmitting
what works.

9M.S. 145A.09. Appendix D is a map of CHS districts and E lists CHS district populations.
lOSAIL pilot projects required that project areas have a minimum population of 2,500 people 85
or older or include at least four contiguous counties (M.S. 256B.0917).
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Professional sperialization
Case management has added to the problem of fragmenllltion because e3Ch program area
has developed its own specialized case managers who may not consider customers'
broader interests.
This problem becomes manifest when a customer is receiving se:vices from more than
one agency. Different agencies and programs have diJferent cultures and are protective
of their roles in providing services. Because of this turf protection, it takes time to build
trust among agencies, even within a county (such as between county health and social
se:vice agencies). Focus group participants reported that if one agency has initial
responsibility for a customer, others sometimes hack away, feeling it is "not their job"
to address coordination issues. In addition, the need to coordinate and reduce overlap is
not always apparent to competing agencies.

Customers wonder whether they can get the help they need, because it can be dillicult
to find the right specialist. One customer recounlfd, "I had a problem and called [the
person I taJked to the Mt time]. In a situation that is an emergency, [financial worlcers]
don't know what to do. I thought my financial worker lI<ll' my social worker. All of a
sudden, I found out I have a separate child care worker for child care problems. "
Another customer said, "If your worker is on vacation, you are out of luck. No one else
can help you. TIle message is 'Vie don't care.'"

Conclusions
The complexity and tendency toward specialization in human services program areas
make it a challenging task to implement innovative changes. Conflict may exist over
goals, priorities, and means to achieving goals. In Minnesota, this problem is compounded by the fuel that several agencies are responsible for health and human se:vices
programs.
One of the aims of Minnesota's system is to meet local needs in a state with disparate
eoononties, cultures, and demographics. This system, however, also kindles ongoing and
sremingly inevitable turf protection and competition within and among counties. Ruralurban splits are most common; farm-nonfunn rural is another. The fuel that more than
one fourth of the state's residents live in Hennepin County often results in a Hennepineveryone else split.
Thrf protection issues within counties and among state agencies have been simililr. At the

state and county levels, these issues sometimes prevent innovation from taking place,
because counties and state agencies teod to perceive change and cooperative service
delivery as a potential loss of power and control. Program administraton may have
trouble agreeing to a plan that may result in diminished fimding or authority in their area
of responsibility.
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Some researchers have pointed out the rather unsurprising finding that what makes innovation difficult is that the framework set up by a central authority often does not meet
local needs. These studies show that the key to successful innovation is that changes are
"contained within the [existing] framework . . . or else it must be possible to alter the
framework."l1 Minnesota's state-supervised, county-administered human services framework was based upon principles of local decision making and was designed to enable
services delivery to be tailored to meet local needs. The current framework of this system
should be changed, however, because it is inefficient and does not foster cooperation.

Complexity and prescriptiveness
Finding No.5. The human services system is complex and prescriptive. Its focus is
on p ~ rather than on outcomes.

One of the ironies of the present complex human services system is that its problems are
often ascribed to "the bureaucracy," while the classic theoretical bureaucracy, as invented
in this country in the 19308, was intended to be a rational, simple system. Here, as in
most cases, theory is neater than practice. Over time, a system intended to be simple and
easily controlled becomes specialized in its functions, which requires increased coordination. This results in some type of prescribed process (written rules, established
guidelines and procedures) to ensure coordination, and different priorities emerge in these
newly specialized areas. Political scientists have noted that public institutions "try to make
their task environment as predictable, and devoid of irrationality, as possible," but this
results in a bureaucracy "trying to maintain a faltering hold on rationality and predictability, in a world that is often irrational and unpredictable. ,,12
An approximate history of the evolution of complexity in public bureaucracies would be:
1.

Services are created and expanded in response to problems.

2.

Problems become increasingly challenging.

3.

Services become more dependent on large, complex supporting infrastructures.

4.

Interactions and interdependencies among services increase difficulties.

5.

Evaluation becomes increasingly important.

6.

Services can be compromised by politics and interactions with other programs.

7.

Specialists emerge to deal with each part of the now complex system. 13

llOECD, Policies for Innovation.

12Louis G. Tomatzky, Innovation and Social Process: A National Experiment in Implementing
Social Technology (New York: Pergamon Press, 1980).
130ECD, Policies for Innovation.
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Thus evolves a complex, apparently inalional system that has lost sight of its origioal
purpose and goals.
The effect of interdependencies cannot be underestimated. Every program is so

complicalfd and so many inteI1lCtive effects exist that solutioos designed to solve a
problem in one area often creale another problem or unintended effect somewhere else.
This complicates not only the administrative process but also planning and policy analysis.
Implementing meaningful change in the system is diIlicult in this type of environment.
A human services customer explained the effects of prescriptive programs: "I want people
to listeo to me, to listeo to what 1 need, rather than tell me what I'm going to get. One
time they say they are giving me the max, but the next time, 1 might get more, even
though 1 didn't ask for it. Sometimes people get more than they need, while other times,
they doo't get what they oeed. "

"It doesn't appear that service is the goal," mused a county worker. "The goal seems to
be meeting program procedures. " This focus on procedures makes flexibility diIlicult and
doesn't acknowledge the dilfermces among individuals.

Customers see the same thing. "How are social workers held accountlble?" asked a
former customer who now works in the system. "A good job is how many people they
see in a day, not if they heJped them, or sent them away crying. When a walk-in person
is seen, the workers rush to the appointment book to make sure they get 'credit' for
seeing that person. It lcoks like this is their real goal. "

Focus Is on Process, Rather Than Outcomes
There are many reasoos, both philosophical and practical, for the fuel that most of the
human services system is operated through a set of very prescriptive rules and process
standards.

A basic philosophical explanation is the tension heJweeo local decision making and stale
accountlbility. Designer> of the Minnesota human services system planned a stilesupervised, county-administered system. The stale was to set program parameters and
provide over.ight and professional assistance. Counties were responsible for providing
services directly or through contr.lcts with venda". But because the legislature holds the
state executive branch accountlble for how program funding is spent, state program
managers became anxious about county expenditure of funds. This brought about a focus
on procedures Through the ye=, the executive branch has gained more control over
the choice of services and how they are delivered, and procedures have become more
prescriptive.
A state agency program manager cornmenlfd on this problem: "Counties want us to just
leave the mooey on the stump and trust them. The stale has made some attempts to be
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flexible. But because we are accountable for how the money is spent, the counties are not
given great flexibility."
State agency and county personnel pointed out that there are no incentives for counties
to save money in a program budget; if they do not use all of a program allocation, their
funding base is usually cut the next year. The result is that it often seems, said a county
worker, that "no one cares what the program outcomes are as long as the funding keeps
coming. This is what drives the system, not concern for the customer."
A simple, practical explanation also exists for how and why program procedures became
so complicated. State management of these programs evolves: In their inception, most
programs tend to be relatively straightforward and uncomplicated. As programs are
implemented, problems and questions arise about various components that are resolved
by formulating a policy to address them. The number of individual policy components
grows until there is a relatively large compendium of policies to guide program and
service delivery.
At the same time, through the legislative and rules processes, additional regulations are
promulgated at the urging of special interest groups. These groups' success, coupled with
a strong negative public response when things go wrong because rules are not strong
enough or not enforced, greatly increases the movement toward a prescriptive, rulesoriented system. As a result, efforts ofprogram managers at the state, county, and vendor
levels become focused on designing process standards to anticipate the worst-case
scenario, rather than focusing on achievement of broad program goals.
Legal liability is a major disincentive for professionals to use their own judgment in
detennining what would be in a client's best interest (rather than to depend on rules and
procedures). Because of this, the system requires a high level of paperwork to cover any
contingency. "The system should allow us to act in good faith" said a social worker.
"But because of legal issues, there is a regulatory mindset that is more concerned about
process than outcome. "
This situation is creating professionals (social workers, for example) who depend solely
on rules rather than on their professional judgment. "It's gotten to the point that we are
afraid to move for fear that we may be breaking some regulation" explained another
social worker.
More than 851 rules (exceeding 1,200 pages) govern county administration or delivery
of human services. In addition, county social service administrators receive nearly 400
bulletins a year from state agencies. These bulletins, which often are several pages long,
detril requirements for complYing with state laws and rules.
A social service director from a small county reported that his staff cannot keep up with
the state bulletins. CORE staff verified that based on a 4O-hour work week, a county
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social service agency could receive a bulletin from a stale agency about eNety five and
a half hours. Smaller local agencies are overwhelmed, and even larger counties do not
always have the CllpOCity to oomply with all the requirements.

Stale agency personnel are aware of a certlin irony in this focus on process. They
consider the federal government rules for stlIe health and human servioes programs to
be too prescriptive but admit that the stlIe micromanages the counties and providers in
the same way. Complaints are also made about legislative micromanagement of stale
executive branch programs through Jine.item budget and position control and through
mandatfd progr.un requirements designed to meet real or perceived needs of customers
and providers.
But counties accuse the stlIe of using a "rookie cutter" approach in formulating human
servioes pmgrams. They say the state assumes that characteristics (problems, demographics, resources) that exist in one county must exist in all, so that one way of doing things
is prescribed for all areas of the state. This is also evidenced wben one county suggests
or invents a program or way of doing things that seems to address all of the state
agency's ooncems, so the agency mandates that all oounties use the same procedures.
Thus, smalJer counties with few resources face the taxing challenge of trying to meet stale
standards that have been set by large counties.
Stlte agencies do not have the capacity to detennine or to enforre full oompliance with
these regulations. A shift to a focus on outcomes by the stale oould eliminate much of the
detlil that creates ineffectiveness and weak accountlbility in the system.
An example of a shift of focus to outcomes is the revision of the Community Social
Services Act requirements. Stltutory changes in 1991 focused CSSA plans more on
outcomes and limited reporting of details in the plans. DHS is currently reviewing the
CSSA plan fonnal and eliminating unnecessarily prescriptive portions.

Categorical funding and restrictive eligibility
The restrictive nature of human servioes funding also contributes to a fragmented system.
Restrictive progr.un eligibility is used because money is appropriated to serve specific
groups of people. Poople's needs are rarely simple, however, and olien do not fit into just
one category of servioes. For example, a person receiving thernpy and medication for a
mental illness could also need other medical care, housing assistance, or job training. One
need olien indicates another; meeting just one need and not an interrelated one is like
providing a per.;on a recipe and ingredients for banana bread but no oven to bake it.

County social workers say that restrictive eligibility is too prescriptive. "Our clients are
not really whoever walks in the door needing help but who fits into the stlIe eligibility
restrictions," said one. An unintended result is that clients olien feel that the social
workers do not care about their customers. The feeling of one customer was echoed by
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many: "If you don't fit their idea of what a 'welfare case' should look like, they don't
want to help you. "
Categorical funding is partly a result of attempts to attain service equity for various
targeted groups, such as people with developmental disabilities or mental illnesses.
Service equity means' ensuring that all state cltizens, regardless of where they live, have
access to at least a minimum level of health and human services. In categorical funding,
the legislature appropriates money in specific amounts to provide specific kinds of
services only. Due to the influence of special interest groups, statewide service mandates
have been developed that most people concede go beyond a minimum level of services
in some areas and overlook needs in others. Many of these mandates impose requirements on counties without providing the funding needed to deliver the level of services
demanded.
County workers explained that categorical funding "ties the hands of the counties" that
are trying to deliver services to meet people's needs. State mandates have been a major
source of controversy in recent years. The state mandates specific services and funding
amounts for those services without regard to local needs or capacity. This is important
to counties because they use local property taxes to pay for a significant portion of these
services. Counties provide about 50 percent of the total local social services funding, with
95 percent of this money coming from local property taxes. Local officials thus are
confronted with having to spend limited local resources with no choice about the services
provided with these funds.
While categorical funding and restrictive eligibility often make it difficult for counties to
match available services to a customer's need, they also limit the provision of early
intervention services and prevent a holistic approach to customer needs. Case managers
must fit clients to the services available, as opposed to designing services to fit the client.
Clients can feel as if they have opened the door to a closet full of clothes where nothing
fits.
"In some cases, we have to tell clients to come back when it gets worse," said a county
social worker, because they do not fit the program eligibility guidelines. Early
intervention is virtually impossible in such cases. One client recounted her story:
I have three kids and no family in this state. I bad a good job, but I lost it in a layoff. I
was desperate but I couldn't get help. Finally, because I couldn't afford a place to live I
moved in with friends and let the kids go live with their dad out of state. I wanted to get
my kids back, but because they weren't with me, I didn't qualify for help. But I couldn't
afford a place for them without the help. I can't tell you the amount of 'Gee, you're really
in a pickle, but we can't help you' I heard from social workers. They did finally find a
way to help, but I was angry for a long time. Do you have to be something that needs to
be scraped off the ground before you can get help?
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Multiple eligibility standaIds also add to program complexity and inJIexibility, making it
difficult to design an integIated program for a client and coosuming administrative
capacity that could more elfeclively be used to deliver programs. Social workers say it
is also difficult to design local prevention programs if the proposed preventive services
do not fit an existing funding category. A county socia1 worker explained, "We try to
match the needs of families to the services and funding available. It should be the other
way around.'
The problem is that programs are not designed to meet the needs of the customer but to
put the customer into a preexisting program. County workers are frustrated by rules that
routinely block access to services. Sometimes the one thing that would most help a
customer is unavailable because of restrictive program rules. Ao example would be the
case of a woman who is 62 yean; old and needs in-home personal care assistance and
meals in order to continue living at home with her 65-year-<>ld spouse, who is also frnil.
They are both eligible for hom<><lelivered meals, pnMded by the area agency on aging.
H"""""", only the husband is old enoogh to qualify for the state Alternative Care
Program that will provide personal care services. If no other funding sourre can be found
to pay for the woman's personal care services, her only option may be to move to a
nursing home.

Program evaluation and technical assistmtce
Two other lilctors that play a part in wbether the system is focused on outcomes or
process are the relative lack of program evaluation and shortcomings in technical
assistance provided by the state to counties and other pnMders.

Measuring the outcome of programs is an integral part of program evaluation. System
participants at the state and county levels assert that the state's program evaluation activity
is inadequate or nonexistent. Generally, the state dces not have staff dedicated to this task
because the legislature has been reluctant to fund this type of position, p1efening to
channel limited resources to direct services. In addition, a thinned-<>ut state staff must
fi:lcus its resources 00 day-t<Hlay program management.
As a state employee said: "The legislab're wants to mierornanage programs and state

agency operations. At the same time, they have inadequate quantitative information with
which to make those decisions and to control and develop policy.' Aoother acknowledged
the pIOblerns involved in explaining the oeed for these resources: "It is politically difficult
to sell the oeed for elfeclive information systems when people doo't see how that helps
the programs.•
Although the legislature generally dces not fund positions to do outcomes evaluation or
data development, "it continues to be one of their expectations that we do this, even while
they cut program staff,' a state manager explained. "Even though we would like to, we
have no time to focus on outcomes evaluation...
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Interviewees noted that outcomes in human services programs can be difficult to quantify
or may require years of longitudinal studies to assess. At the same time, others said there
is not enough evaluation of the quality of services.
Technical assistance is limited for the same reasons evaluation is. County representatives
say that state agencies do not provide them with technical assistance and feedback that is
truly valuable for managing programs. "We get rules," said a county employee, "but we
don't get feedback on how we're doing. "
Although state agencies do provide a great deal of technical assistance, many program
managers at the county and vendor level assert that it is the wrong kind: it is focused on
rules and regulations, rather than on management. This is caused to a significant extent
by frequent program policy changes that must be communicated and explained. Consultation and technical assistance on computer systems, reporting, accounting, and problem
solving is apparently quite limited. The kind of assistance the counties would like includes
help with planning, budgeting, designing experiments, and handling customer relations,
as well as sharing successful innovations.
In addition to technical assistance, counties and providers also seek better data for
evaluation. DRS recently developed new computerized systems for income maintenance
and social service programs that, despite some initial difficulties, should provide counties
and state managers with more useful data than has been available in the past.

Conclusions
The state human services system is complex for many reasons: changing populations in
need of health and social services, the way bureaucracies inexorably move from simple
to complicated, the infiuence of special interests, and a litigious society. While human
services programs are originally designed to meet the needs of people, programs become
complicated because other factors infiuence the process. This effect is clear in everyday
procedures, rules and regulations, and funding.
It is difficult to unstick a complex mass of regulations so that the system can operate
more flexibly. What is needed is a willingness to change, a realization that change takes
time, and a spirit of innovation at the local, state, and federal levels.

Inappropriate incentives
Finding No.6. Inappropriate incentives built into the human services system
contribute to its fragmented and prescriptive nature.

All systems contain incentives, some designed and others unplanned. CORE's interviews

with Minnesota human services work=, customers, and providers revealed two
important themes regarding incentives in the human services system:
•

The incentives are presen~ powerful, and affect behavior.

•

The incentives are, for the most part, not linkfd to the purpose of the program.
They are often the \D1planned and W13llticipalfd OOIlSlXIuenrei ofdecisions made for
other reasons.

Mmy people, from customers to decision makers to taxpayers, do not trust the human
services system. They fuel the system I3Iks one way and acts another. Despite profussing
certain principles, such as eqnity, fairness, responsiveness, and openness, the system often
functions in qnite different ways. Sever.Il groups indicated that this kind of experienre
with the system is widespread. Such comments as "There is no reason to serve people
with complex cases," "Hooesty doesn't pay," and "There is no incentive to act in good
lilith or use commoo sense" illustrate the effect of powerful, \D1planned incentives in the
human services system.

Inappropriate incentives for customers
Two inappropriate incentives built into the human services system for customers are (1)
the encouragement of dependency and (2) the lack of a role as equal partnen with the
system in achieving desired outcomes.

Although the stated purpose of many human services programs is to moYe people out of
difficult circumstances into a more stable, self-sufficient status, the reality is much
different. ·Becoming self-sufficient as qnicldy as possible is very difficult because of the
minimal levels of support in most programs and a lack of personal encouragement and
assistance due to heavy caseloads. As one customer said:
Most people want to get off [of assistance], but it's so baJd. As!lOOD. &S youjust begin to
break eveo, the system punishes you for your effort by taking IMlay everything and
exposing you and )'OUt kids to catastropbe again. What if your kids get sick? What if the
car breaks dwm? It is better to stay 00 the system and be able 10 see your kids than to
work 80 hours. week in a dead-eodjob.

Those who are most sucoessful at achieving independence generally have sources of
outside support: family, friends, a new partner. But the system dces not always reward
this support: the part-time income of a l7-year-<Jld child of a parent on Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) is counted as family income, resulting in a reduction
in assistance for the whole family. One woman recounted her difficulty in meeting program reqnirements because, although she could not support her family, she owned the
small house that she and her children lived in. Her case manager told her that she would
be able to quali1Y for better assistanoe if she were renting instead.
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Many human service customers feel they could participate more in decision making and
would be capable of being their own case manager if only they had access to better
infonnation. It appears to them that information is being withheld or doled out only when
social workers decide the customer needs to lmow something. Without accurate information, customers are dependent on the skill and willingness of social workers to put
together the package of services they need. One customer explained the difficulties:
Getting into the human services system is not easy. People don't know what is available.
People don't get information on how to qualify, who's eligible, or what agency to see. In
order to find things out, you need a mediator. The system doesn't educate you - you find
out from the community, word of mouth.

Responsible human services customers are caught in a dilemma. They are not able to
advocate for themselves, because the information they need is held by the system. And
the system is unable to adequately serve customers due to program complexity, lack of
a comprehensive information and referral system, and uncoordinated case management.
The human services system needs to share responsibility with customers for achieving
good outcomes. The customer must be an active partner, or the change will not happen.
Customers in focus groups felt strongly that they wanted to be accountable for their part
of the "deal."
Models exist that indicate that customer accountability and shared responsibility for
outcomes are possible. Dakota County, for example, has a pilot project funded by the
McKnight Foundation that provides comprehensive case management and support services
to 100 families either on AFDC or at risk of needing public support. Project Fast
Forward, as it is called, advocates for customers, automates and shares information with
a network of service providers, and is clearly focused on the outcome: helping customers
to become economically self-sufficient. Although this program works within the existing
system, it has the advantage of extra funds than can be used flexibly to meet immediate
needs and small caseloads of 25 to 35 individuals. It builds on the capabilities of the
customer and demands accountability from both the customer and the system. As a
condition of participation, customers agree to a contract for action and must maintain
progress toward their goals. In addition, providers meet as a board of directors to
eliminate system disincentives to customers achieving self-sufficiency.
Dakota County also has been the site of a Parents as Case Manager pilot project that uses
vouchers to allow more flexibility in purchasing services, such as respite care, by parents
of children with developmental disabilities. This program rewards parents for their active
involvement with flexible funds and has resulted in providing more services at the same
cost. Another new state-level pilot program, the Minnesota Family Investment Program,
is designed to demonstrate that the system can be changed in ways that will foster
independence from welfare.
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Inappropriate incentives for human services workers
Human services workers also experience inawroPriate incentives. Role cooflicts often
impede acrountallility, and focusing on outcomes can be diflicult because the system
generally edribits a lack of trust in everyone involved in it.
Role conflicts abound in human services. They exist between the oost-oontainment and
customer service roles of financial workers and between the incentive to keep Woliting lists
short and the desire to provide complete case management. Role cooflidS also ernetge
from the desire to prolfCl the oonIidentiality of personal data and the need to collaborate
with other professionals to achieve the best outcomes for the customer. Professional
standards and training are also sometimes in coofliet with the employer's requirements.
Workers find themselves pulled back and forth between roles, urtallie to do any job very
well. Clear separation of incompatible roles would help resolve these issues.
State agency staff who deliver services directly are asked to wear many hats. The
participants in the focus groups said that many of these roles are in direct oonlliet with
each other. For =mple, licensing field staff are often approached by fucility owners with
questions. Some of these questions may irxlicate that the fucility is out of compliance with
licensing requ1rements. Strictly speaking, the licenser should immediately sanction for the
violation. However, the fucility owners do not have any other resource to ask since
technical assislance is not readily available. The choice Iilcing the licensor is, what is
more important: immediate acoountallility for the licensing standard or helping the owner
come into compliance, thereby keeping the fucility open? It is a diflicu1t dilemma for a
direct service worker, with disincentives for any possible course of action.
This issue is directly related to the lack of clear missions for human service agencies.
When the mission of an agency is clear, staff are less likely to be confused about their
roles in working tow.lrd that mission.

Another haIrier to achieving an outcomes orientation is that direct service staff do not feel
trusted or supported. Most programs in the human services system are heavily regulated,
minimizing professional discretion. County social service directors noted that the areas
where there is the least amount of law and regulation, such as child protection, seem to
attr.lCl the best social workers, implying a oorrelation between a climate that encourages
professional decision making and being able to attract quality staff. Most programs have
long chains ofcommand to review and approve nearly every transaction. A social worker
explained, "1bere is no incentive to act in good faith or use OOmrrKX1 sense."

Being held acoountallle for outcomes also means being acoountallle for the performance
of a whole person and not just the delivery of a nanuw service. Any performance
standards will have to be designed to acknowledge the diflicu1ty of helping people change.
Standards should be created to document progress, as well as ultimate success. One state
uses a system that rates performance as "on track" or "olf track •
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Inappropriate incentives for human services providers
The human services system has a staggering array of providers. Minnesota has a very
active nonprofit and for-profit human services economy. At a recent conference sponsored
by the Minneapolis Foundation, it was estimated that there are 1,200 human service
provider agencies in Hennepin County alone. This loosely organized network ofproviders
is a potent economic and political force.
The system offers few if any incentives for providers to satisfy human services customers.
Customers are given little choice of provider, and providers are often granted nearmonopolies on services. The main provider is often the county itself. The result is that
a customer's choice is tightly constrained by which county the customer lives in and by
the exclusive contracts through which services most often are purchased. Often, the only
way customers can exercise their "choice" of providers is by moving to another county.
According to experts, large contracts are too often awarded to single providers. Designing
contracts so that multiple providers compete for customers would offer incentives for
providing excellent customer service. 14
Once a provider is established in a community, tremendous pressure arises to keep that
provider operating. With larger organizations, this is primarily because they provide jobs
and spin-off employment for a community. The most obvious example of this is the state
regional treatment centers, but the same phenomenon affects other providers. This
pressure is a strong incentive for public officials not to allow an enterprise to die, even
if it no longer meets the market preferences of customers.
Providers also have few incentives to compete on outcomes. The human services system
is oriented to providing and purchasing services, not obtaining outcomes. Providers
compete for contracts on the basis of being able to meet the requirements at the lowest
cost, not on providing the best outcomes. Making a profit involves negotiating the
requirements and the price, not negotiating the outcomes within the price. A huge amount
of activity, therefore, is devoted to program requirements in the legislative and rules
process by agencies, advocates, and providers.
The current rule-driven system also keeps out some new, small providers that find the
detailed rules and requirements economic barriers to entry. Even existing providers that
provide high~uality services and strive to be customer-focused and outcome-oriented have
a hard time doing so within the constraints of the system. They are sometimes required
by law to divert resources into areas that are a lower priority for them and their
customers.

14Ted Kolderie, "The Two Different Concepts of Privatization," Public Administration Review,
July/August 1986; "Contracting as an Approach to Management" (Public Services Redesign Project, Center for Policy Studies, Minneapolis: no date.)
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Inappropriate incentives for human services agencies
Slate agencies are not able to view customers oomprehensively. Detennining with any
accuracy the IOtl1 public financial in.estment in an individual or a fdmiIy receiving public
assistlnce is impossible. Though there may be detailed data within each program area,
no composite is available. Without comprehensive data, state agencies cannot determine
if a better outcome could have been obtained by allocating the same amount of funding
differently.
Until the system begins to view people comprehensively and builds the infuImation
systems to support that _tive, the effectiveness of human services spending will be
limited. Existing program-based systems have been sufficient to detect fraud and ensure
s1andardization. A oomprehensive, outcome-based approach, however, woold require
different tools, such as stltewide information and refurral information, a case management
communication system, e>cpert systems technology, and easy access to eligibility and
program requirements.

Inappropriate incentives for elected officials
Elected officials receive little rew.ud for considering the longer term and the larger
community. Terms of office are relatively short, and voten, even well infonned ones,
are prone to the what-have-you-<!one-for-me-lately syndrome. The incentive for the politician who wants to remain in office is to support policies that have the short-term effect
of earning votes in the district, regardless of whether these policies make sense in the
longer term or for all SIale tIxpO.yers as a whole. Similarly, cost-saving solutions that
solve a current crisis are more valuable than long-term fixes, especially those that lllke
mooey to initiate. linkages between powerful special interests and legislators can also
make it difficult to make radical changes in the system, even if these changes woold be
for a greater good. Despite the lack of incentives, however, some legi~ators and local
officials have supported innovative experiments and provided leadership for significant
changes.

Conclusion
These findings are the challenges, or barriers, that must be addressed to improve
Minnesota's human services system. The recommendations that follow are designed to
address the issues raised by the findings.
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RECOl\flVlENDATIONS
s CORE's findings reveal, Minnesota's political and professional commitment to
human services is strong, but somewhere in the process of translating ideas into
action, barriers get in the way of the effective, efficient delivery of these services.
To overcome these barriers, CORE recommends 13 changes to the system. Each of these
recommendations is described in full below.

State health and human services organization
1. Establish a secretary of health and human services who reports to
the governor and oversees the programs, budgets, and administration
of state human services agencies.

The chief operating officer for each health and human services agency would be a deputy
secretary reporting directly to the secretary. State agencies that should be included under
the secretary for health and human services are: Health, Human Services, Housing
Finance, Veterans Affairs, Corrections, and parts of Jobs and Training.

Need for reform
Minnesota's human services system lacks overall, unifying leadership. In the current
system, the most likely person to provide this leadership is the governor. The sheer scope
of the governor's responsibilities, however, and the size and complexity of the human
services system mean that the governor cannot possibly devote the time to human services
that it needs.
The next level of executive administration within current state government - agency
commissioners - is also an unlikely source of this unifying leadership. The responsibilities of operating an agency, plus the need to compete with other agencies for scarce
funding to provide human services, make it difficult for a commissioner to take a
leadership role for the entire state health and human services system.
Such a leader would help the system develop a single, unifying vision, so it would act in
a more holistic manner. Separate visions developed by separate agencies or by affected
populations are insufficient to improve the system. Having a unifying vision is particularly
important for focusing on outcomes (discussed in more detail under Recommendation 5).
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At the same time, the stlte's human services agencies need nonduplicative, coordinated
missions. Elch agency's mission should be designed to fulfill a specific aspect of human
services. With coordinatioo, no mission - and therefore few programs - \WOld be
duplicated.
MinnesoIa's system needs an individual who can become f3miliar with all human services
issues throughout the system and has the authority to maJce stlte agencies work together
in spite of competitioo for turf or power. Other issues described in CORE's findings,
such as overly prescriptive rules and inadequate program evaluation and techrtical
assistance, are also addressed in this recommendation.

Purpose of a secretary
The purpose of eStablishing a secretary for health and human services is to address the
lack of visioo and leadelWp in MinnesoIa's human sezvices system, to improve the
coordination and integratioo of planning and sezvice delivery, and to provide guidance for
changing the system as ........ry.
The secretary should be involved primarily in policy directioo and oversight, rather than
day-to<Jay operations Of the agencies. The secretary should be accountable for the
coordinatioo of policy implementation and service delivery, regardless of department
jurisdictional boundaries and other trnditional obstacles to cooperatioo.
The six major responsibilities of the secretary should be:

1. Creole a vision for sJaU hroJth ond human servil:es.
A single entity must be OIXbUlIJoble for the deve10pment of a comprehensive visioo for
the human services delivery system. The secretary \WOld be in a better positioo than
deputy secretlries or the governor to focus the vision 00 the overall goals of the entire
system. The secretary should guide the visioo process to focus 00 the specific role of
govenunent in citizens' lives, avoiding overly general goals ("everyone will be happy"),
as well as 00 ootoomes expected as a result of government inteJventioo.
The governor \WOld be involved in creatioo of the visioo to the extent that the secretary
would be appointed to carry out a particular politieal agenda. The secretary must also
involve the legislature in the creatioo of this visioo. Laws and policies must be inharmooy with the visioo. The process of developing this visioo \WOld also encourage the
legis1ature to focus 00 loog-term goals for health and human services, rather than just
short-term budget and political priorities.

Citizen input is another important compooent of this visioo creatioo. The secretary should
seek multiple avenues of citizen participatioo, such as encouraging citizen involvement
in local planning processes or cooductiog major citizen input projects such as MinnesoIa
Milestones.
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2. Establish state health and human services agency missions.
The secretary should convene all state health and human services deputy secretaries to
detennine appropriate missions for each agency. The mission of each agency should spell
out the agency's role in the system as well as define its customers and outcome goals.
Agency staff should be fully involved in the development of human services missions.
Staff are the most familiar with health and human services programs, whom they serve,
and how they have evolved. This infonnation is essential to the creation of appropriate
missions for each agency. Staff also are the ones who will actually carry out the missions.
Involving them in the development of the missions is crucial to the success of the effort.
This process has the potential to build consensus and understanding of the agencies'
missions from deep within the organizations; it would also help create staff acceptance
of the missions and ensure that agencies' actions are consistent with their missions.
The secretary, having authority over all state health and human services agencies, should
have no vested interest in any single agency and therefore no boundaries to guard.
Mission development should involve the clarification and redefinition of current state
agency missions. As missions are clarified and the roles of each agency made more
distinct, some programs may need to be combined or moved from one agency to another.
The secretary would be far more likely to accomplish this than individual agency
commissioners with programs and budgets to protect.

3. Ensure the coordination and integration of health and human services programs.
The secretary should have the authority to ensure the coordination and integration of
programs among state health and human services agencies. This authority meshes with
the responsibilities for creating vision and overseeing agency missions. An effective leader
in this position could improve program integration and coordination while enhancing the
unique roles and responsibilities of the agencies involved.
One important function of the secretary would be to address the current duplication of
requirements and multiple review of various local human services plans. The secretary
could ensure that the need to receive and review plans and infonnation from local
administrations is coordinated at the state level (for example, by mandating the use of a
single health and human services district plan; see Recommendation 2).
Having a single person accountable for coordinating the state's health and human services
programs could also provide a point of access for citizens who feel they are getting the
run-around from state agencies. This pinpointing of accountability should generate a
greater impetus to ensure that the system is coordinated and responsive to its customers.
The purpose of a secretary would be to enhance rather than to remove accountability
from deputy secretaries. The addition of a secretary would allow agency heads to have
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a closer working relationship with their manager by reducing the ratio from the present
ooe governor to 26 commissioners to ooe governor to eight secretaries and ooe secretary
to about six health and human seIVices deputy secretaries.
The secretuy of health and human seIVices should make specific efforts to coordinate
seMces with the secretary of edueatioo (the creatioo of this positioo is part of CORE's
executive reorganization recommendatioos). Schools more and more have become the
providers of oocial seMces for children. This expanding responsibility makes coordinatioo
between these two lI1l\ior areas of stale government even more crucial. CORE does not
rerommend that these areas fuJl under a single secretuy, because the scope of issues and
budgets would be too large.

4. Exercise comprehensive polU:y and budgd responsibility.
The secretuy and deputy secretaries of health and human seIVices, along with the
governor and the Department of Finance, should be responsible for establishing stale
health and human seIVices program and funding priorities.

Health and human seMces deputy secretaries and their Slaff would have crucial
Icnowledge of the programs within their departments, interactions with other programs,
and a sense of how well their programs work. While taking advantage of this expertise,
the secretuy should have the authority to compel and manage the budget prioritizatioo
process and to arbitrate disagreements among the deputy secretaries. Through a
collaborative process with the deputy secretaries and agency Slaff, the secretary should
have greater potential to build consensus 00 priorities among health and human seIVices
agencies than is currently the case.
The secretuy could also fulfill an important moderating function. The secretuy should
act in accord with directives from the governor and Finance and indqlendently of any
special interest group or the individual stale human seMces agencies, weighing specific
interests against the larger goals and interests of the state as a whole. As a part of this
process, the health and human seIVices visioo and priorities should be baJanced with those
of the environment, education, transportatioo, and others.
The secretuy should exert control over agency budgets at the program level only; agency

managers should retain control over administrative budgets.

S. DJordinote kgis/otion and oversee ruk development.
The secretuy should have substantial control over policy through the coordination of
legislatioo and oversight of rule development and implementation, as well as through
budgetary controls. While the deputy secretaries would propose legislative initiatives, the
secretary could initiate others, review and approve all legislative proposals with the
governor, and coordinate efforts to secure passage of the proposals.
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To reduce the regulatory burden of rules, the secretary should hold deputy secretaries
responsible for: (1) preparing for each legislative session a list of rules that should be
repealed because they are obsolete, unnecessary, or superseded, so that they may be
included in the revisor of statutes' bill; and (2) monitoring the overall progress of rule
making and reporting on delays. Additionally, before requesting rule-making authority as
part of legislation, the deputy secretaries should report to the secretary on other options
that could achieve the policy objectives proposed in a bill.
To see that agency rules effectively implement specific legislative directives, the secretary
should review all proposed rules that exceed federal standards, and the deputy secretaries
should be required to justify exceeding the standards. The secretary should develop a
standardized process and establish the criteria for agency review of waivers and variances
from rules and should periodically review whether these criteria are applied consistently
by agencies.
6. Develop guidelines for human services data collection and infonnation.

The secretary should be accountable for developing and maintaining health and human
services data and information systems. The secretary should develop guidelines for data
collection and information management, including standardization parameters. Models of
data coordination and cooperation should be developed within state government. In
addition, technical assistance and support for data sharing and development should be
provided by the state to other governing entities whose data bases would be of value to
state policy analysts and decision makers.
The current health and human services data system is fragmented among the different
agencies and levels of government.· Most of the individual data systems are incompatible:
data from one cannot easily be correlated with data from another. Before dollars are
invested in some level of standardization of the system, it is important that the rationale
for change and the overall goals for the state's data system (or systems) be established.
The secretary should clearly identify the need for change and initiate the process.
The Department of Administration's Information Policy Office stresses a cooperative
approach to data management, rather than the imposition of a new data systems structure.
The secretary should facilitate the development of data communities wherever possible.
Data communities are groups of data gatherers and users who join forces to make their
data more compatible and, ultimately, more useful. Data communities are often selfdefined. They may be large, such as all county social service agencies, or small, such as
departments within a single county. The importance of data communities is that need
drives the scope of the undertaking and limits the tendency to expend resources
unnecessarily. In some cases, the secretary may need to mandate cooperation between
groups that need to share information.
Information needed for policy analysis is often different from that needed to operate
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human services programs. As the person accountlbJe for ensuring that state health and
human services agency missioos are coosislfnt with their roles, the secretlry wouId be
in the best position to ensure that the data prnctices of the agencies are coosislfnt with
their missions. At the same time, the secretlry should require agencies to put systems in
plare that emphasize local planning and input in infonnation used for setting state policies.
The colleded data should enable the stite to evaluate the ootrornes of its programs. The
secretlry would be in the best position to require accountlbility from stite agencies fur
outromes and to demand appropriate use of data collection.

The authority of the secretlry in all these responsibilities is not intended as restrictive but
rather as enabling innovation to occur. The role of the secretlry is to involve all agencies
in the planning steps prior to the implementation of systemwide changes. However, wilen
implementation is imminent - a point at which good intentioos sometimes fuil - the
secretlry can require all human services agencies to participate fully.

Local health and human services organization
2. Designate local health and human services districts (HHSDs) using
current community health service (CBS) district boundaries as a
starting point. These districts would he created for local health and
human services program planning and administration. Services would
continue to be delivered within communities. Decisions about district
health and human services should be made by county commissioners
within a district, with votes proportional to tbe population represented.

Need for refonn
CORE's findings on health and human services system fragmentation indicate that the
statewide administrative complexity of the system needs to be reduced. An important step
in that direction would be to reduce the number of local health and human services administrative entities from the approximate 150 (84 human services administrations and at
least 66 public health administratioos) that now exist to a more manageable number.
The findings on resource capacity indicated that smaller counties often do not have
suIlicient staff to meet state requirements or sufficient popuIatioo to provide adequate
services. State agency staff are also bwdened by the numerous local administIative

entities.
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Purpose of IllISDs
By consolidating all planning, budgeting, and administrative functions within each of 44
HHSDs, the number of local administrative units would decrease significantly. This new
administrative structure would involve counties within a district in comprehensive joint
planning and administrative oversight to identify and address the health and human
services needs of the entire district. Duplication and gaps in services should be apparent,
and resources could be pooled for the best use. Better linkages between various resources
and a single point of accountability for districtwide planning should also benefit people
working within the system, as well as customers.
While some problems should be mitigated by other recommendations to reduce the
prescriptive nature of state policies, a more comprehensive solution is needed to realize
real efficiencies in the state's locally delivered human services system.

CBS districts
A significant advantage of using CHS district boundaries for consolidation of health and
human services planning and administration is that they already exist: some structure is
in place, although it would need to be strengthened. A system of 44 HHSDs recognizes
the current configuration that is :familiar to the public health community.
To make the change to districts as flexible as possible, CORE recommends that counties
initially be given the option of arranging HHSD configurations that may be different from
current CHS district configurations, as long as they have a minimum population of
30,(XXl After HHSD configurations are initially settled, reconfigurations would be made
only by the legislature, on a case-by-ease basis.
While creation of HHSDs would establish a new administrative structure for health and
human services, the HHSD structure would replace current CHS districts, as well as
current county social service and public health administrations, with a stronger,
comprehensive entity. Every county would be affected by this organizational change:
counties that are now in a single-county CHS district could remain a single-county health
and human services district but would combine their social services and health administrations; counties with less than the minimum required population would combine social
services and health administrations with other counties in a multicounty district so that
each district would have one health and human services administration.
Several large cities also have public health departments. The issue of whether these
should be merged with the county HHSDs was not specifically addressed. Before a
recommendation is made to consolidate city and county CHS districts, this issue should
be studied by the affected localities.
It is unclear at this time whether health and human services districts should actually be
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larger geographically and fewer in number than the current CHS districts. Good
information on optimum geographic or population size is oot available. While there are
advocates for fewer, larger districts, the relative success of the 44 CHS districts seemed
to be a reasonable basis for sdlling on this number.
It is important to note that the creation of IlliSDs does no< require a district to oentraJize
the delivery of services. In multiple- or single<XlUJlty districts, services woold continue
to be provided at the most efficient and effective deoentraJized level, as close to customers

as possible, as

d~ed

by individual district administrations.

IlliSDs shoold also make it easier for school districts to coordinate provision of health
and social services througb schools because there woold be significantly fewer health and
human ~ administrations with whid1 to conununicate.

Local accountability and funding
Two major issues are implicit in the creation of bealth and human services districts: local

governance and local funding decisions.
Becallse the rationale behind Minne.sola's state-administered, locally delivered health and
human services system is to place decision making at the IocaIleve1, any new health and
human services district structure woold continue to require OYerSigbt by local elected
officials and acrountlbility to citizens. Establishing IlliSDs woold reduce the number of
current health and human services administIative entities by about two-thirds. H""""",
because the district configurations are based on population, they are slill small enougb for
existing local elected officials to govern.
The largest eigbt oounties in the slate have a combined population of 2,606,434 and are
governed by 50 oounty commissioners, a ratio of one commissioner to every 52,129
citizens. In the 21 ntidsizeCOWlties (those with populations between 3O,<XXJ and lOO,<XXJ),
the ratio is one COWlty commissioner to every 8,514 citizens. In the 58 smallest COWlties
(where the population is less than a million lotll), the ratio is one commissioner to every
3,016 citizens."
Using current CHS district configurations as a basis for comparison, the ratio of county
commissioners to population in a district can be calculated. In the 23 single-county
districts, the ratio is one commissioner to every 27,008 citizens. (Excluding Hennepin
Coonty from this group brings the ratio down to 1:19,052.) In lwO-COWlty districts, the
ratio is 1:4,509; in three<:ounty disIricts, it is 1:3,950; and in JOOr- and fivtXXlUllty
disIricts, it is I:3,850.

jj

See Appendix E.
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These comparisons make it clear that smaller counties do not lose a significant level of
representation when they combine with other counties in a district configuration. The
smallest counties are most likely to belong to three-, four-, or five-county district
configurations.
Administration and accountability for HHSDs would require joint powers or similar
agreements among counties within a district but would not require the establishment of
an entirely new governmental unit. Local decision making would occur much as it does
now, except that health and human services decisions would be made by combined
HHSD boards rather than by individual county boards.
Either all of the elected county commissioners from each participating county or a
delegated subset of those commissioners would constitute the HHSD board. For example,
if three counties were in a district and each county had five commissioners, the counties
involved would determine whether the HHSD board would consist of all 15 commissioners or a delegated subgroup of commissioners. The board would be responsible for
establishing the district administrative office, hiring a district administrator, delegating
administrative powers to the director, and detennining provision of discretionary services.
Thus, accountability would still reside with the county commissioners. CORE
recommends that county commissioner votes within a district be proportional to the
population represented.
The HHSD board would be responsible for approving the budget for the district. Pr0grams and funding would be based on priorities, set by the HHSD board, for all counties
in the district. After detennining the district's health and social services financial needs,
the board would approve a specific health and social service levy that would apply to all
taxpayers within the HHSD. Allocation of funds would be based on needs as identified
in the approved HHSD plan for local health and human services expenditures.
This approach would require all counties within a district to think of themselves as one
entity. Districtwide levies would 1Wt guarantee each county the return of a dollar in
expenditures for each dollar of property tax levied for social services. Pooling resources
within an HHSD would target common health and social services needs and desired
outcomes for the entire district and address those needs through a comprehensive plan.
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Health and human services funding
3. The secretary of health and human services, with the assistance of
the health and human services districts and the concurrence of the
legislature, should identify target populations, determine services eligi.
bility priorities, and develop a list of health and social services that are
eligible for state funding and that constitute a minimum and adequate
level of services tbat meet the basic needs of Minnesota citizens most
requiring assistance.

Need for reform
In the current human services system, categorical funding often results in a reIalively
small number of persons receiving a great deal of public assistance to meet their needs,
while others whose needs do not fit into a nanow category receive few or no services.
In additioo, the restrictive nature of categorical funding prevents health and human
services workers from fitting services to the specific needs of customers.

Purpose of basic services
The purpose of defining a list of minimum and adequate services that coostitute a set of
basic services is to ensure a level of service equity throughout the state that meets the
basic needs of people most requiring assistance. The intent is to limit the number of
services that are considered basic.

While maximum fiexibility is desired, there must be some equity in the types of services
that should be available to clients, regardless of the county of residence. Thus, CORE's
funding recommendations employ the <XlIlCeiJl of minimum and adequate services to ensure that some threshold of services is available, while still allowing for maximum fi",,ibility at the service level.

Funding target populations
1b achieve service equity, a distinclioo must be made between those services that are
essential and meet system goals ("minimum and adequate") and those that are
discretionary. The process for establishing a list of minimum and adequate levels of
services would include (1) identification of target population groups to be SCIVCd, and (2)
a determinatioo of service eligibility priorities within each group.
It is significant that this process begins with the identification of people to be SCIVCd and
a prioritiWion of need (eligibility), rather than with a listing of services. Once the target
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populations are identified, a list of services that could meet their needs should be
developed.
Not aU services on the list would be guaranteed to all persons who are members of the
target population. Only those persons who meet the priority eligibility criteria for the
given services would receive them. This minimum and adequate level of services could
be enhanced through the discretionary services provided by the individual HHSD plans.
These discretionary options would vary depending on state and local resources.
The impact of this approach is significant. The natural result is that some areas of the
state may choose to offer more services to certain target groups than others, depending
on their resources and needs. A minimum and adequate approach to service equity
implies acceptance or tolerance of some variation in the provision of health and human
services statewide, above a basic services level.
Service variation is already a reality in Minnesota. The secretary, through the state's
vision for health and human services, should work with the legislature in defining the list
of minimum and adequate services and priorities.
Some examples will illustrate how this concept could be implemented:
II

II

II

Target population: poor families
Priority:

income at or below 175 percent of the federally defined official poverty
level

SeJVices:

housing assistance, non-Medicaid health care services, child day care,
vocational training, family planning assistance, school readiness
programs, and other services

Target population: unemployed people
Priority:

unemployed over a designated number of weeks or unemployed single
head of household

SeJVices:

vocational training programs, housing assistance, support groups, and
other services

Target population: people with a mental illness
Priority:

statutory definition of "severe and persistent mental illness"

SeJVices:

psychiatric care, medication management, mental health therapy, housing
assistance, independent living skills training, vocational training or
assistance, crisis care, and other services; also, community education and
outreach programs
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•

Targel popu/oJion: people who are H1V-positive

Priority:

people who have a diagnosis of an AIDS-related di"",se

SelVices:

counseling services, nutrition services, public health nursing services,
emergency medical care, home he3lth care services, home<Jelivered
meals, and other programs; also, community edueatioo and AIDS
preventioo programs

This approach dqJends 00 the development of ftexible funding, described in Recommendation 4, as well as on the elimination of many state he3lth and human services mandates.

4. Create a new HHSD grant to give local health and human services
districts greater flexibility to meet local needs. A basic set of services
would be agreed on as the minimum and adequaie level of services (see
Recommendation 3). All health and human services districts would be

required to provide these basic services. This basic level would be
funded with no less than 60 percent and no more than 70 percent of
available state resources. The remaining 30 to 40 percent of state funds
would be allocated in the form of discretionary block grants.
The grant would combine funds from the foUowing current programs:

Community Social Services, community health services, Semi-Independent Living Services, Title ill and other non-Medicaid aging programs, non-Medicaid mental health programs, and state-operated
residential care funding.

The grant would pool funding sources that are made up primarily of state dollars and/or
are not entitlements. These funds include Community Social Services (CSSA), community
health services (CHS), Semi-Independent living Services (SILS), TItle ill and other aging
programs, non-Medicaid mental he3lth programs, and most of the staJe<)peraled residential care (RTC) funds. Between 60 and 70 percent of the total availilble state funds would
be targeted to fund basic services, while the remaining 30 to 40 percent of the monies

would be used to fund the block grant. Assigning the majority of funds to basic services
is based on the desire to provide an adequate level of service equity throughout the state
but still allows more local ftexibitity than is currently the case. Table I compares current
block grant and categorical funding with CORE's recommended IUISD grant. Table 2
details the proposed targeted and block grant funds in comparison with the total budgets
of the Departments of Human Services and Health.
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Table 1. Comparison of current funding and IllISD grant
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$398,991
Source: Minnesota 1992-93 Proposed Biennial Budget

Proposed HHSD funding:

~l~lll~i!l.~.II~I
$239,395

o

targeted funding (minimum & adequate)

categorical funding

$398,991

The division of funds is designed to leave a significant portion of the funds in the block
grant, so that HHSDs are able to tailor services to meet local needs. Between 30 and 40
percent of funds is specifically designated for the block grant to encourage the legislature
to resist expanding the set of basic services until no money is left for the block grants to
address local needs.
This recommendation would eliminate most state mandates for community services but
would require clear reporting from HHSDs on how block grant monies are spent.
A significant portion of the HHSD grant is comprised of funds from state-operated residential care, primarily from regional treatment centers (RTCs). Combining these funds
into an HHSD grant and giving counties the flexibility to decide how they are .spent
would likely have an effect upon RTCs, because many counties may choose community
rather than RTC placement for people for whom alternative settings are appropriate.
The major goal of this proposal is improved customer outcomes. Counties must be able
to demonstrate, through whichever plan of action they select, that the services they make
available to each individual client are ones that help to achieve desired outcomes for that
client. Flexible funding is accompanied by the responsibility of each county to establish
outcome goals and measures and then to make progress toward them.
CORE recognizes that many discussions have taken place with regard to the future of the
regional treatment centers and that a memorandum of understanding (MOD) exists
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Table 2. DIlS and MDH Budgets
Department of Human Services FY 1993 State Budget
Program Funding & Percentages
(thousands)

$2,332,628
$87445

\:y{~,

cSJi\I!'.

. ell.
State Operated Residential Care
Economic Support & Transition*
MN Supplemental Aid
General Assistance Grants
Work Readiness Grants
AFDC
Child Care Fund
Economic Support/ Elderly
Administra tion
Other

TOTAL
•

$26,624
$95,116
$64,453
$62,609
$36,558
$388,622
$45,118
$45,438
$149,053
$4,967
$3,718,689

0.7%
2.6%
1.7%

1.7%
1.0%
10.5%
1.2%
1.2%
4.0%
0.1%
100.0%

Balance of program funding after subtracting funds below lhis category.

•• AAA services: Foster Grandparents, Retired Seniors, Senior Companion, & Alternate Care programs.
••• Docs not include state nursing homes or Security Hospital. (These are included in the next item.)

Department of Health FY 1993 Budget
Program Funding & Percentages
(thousands)

Disease Prevention & Control
Puhlic Health Lahs
Environmental Health
Health Promotion & Education
Ma ternal & Child Health
,COUlJll)lnr' iHe'alth;Se'rvi¢e'$;SKW@i'iii,<',
Health Resources
Health Systems Development
Health Support Services
TOTAL

$7,866

6.2%
$4,951
3.9%
$11,469
9.0%
$3,106
2.4%
$53 570
41.9%
" U8;·93!l$/i ". *14.8%)
$13,977
10.9%
$1,831
1.4%
$12,121
9.5%
$127,824
100.0%
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between the state and RTC employee bargaining units. The secretary of health and human
services should be fully cognizant of this memorandum when planning any action for
system change that may affect the RTCs. The calculations of the fiscal impact of this
recommendation do take this MOU into account (see Appendix F).
This recommendation is intended to offer maximum flexibility to local districts to tailor
services to meet local needs. The creation of a new HHSD grant encompasses the concepts of service equity and flexibility by increasing the size of local block grant funds and
decreasing the size of categorical grants, while still maintaining a basic threshold of
services as the minimum. HHSDs would have discretion in establishing eligibility criteria
and the service package related to the block grant and local share of funding.

Human services delivery
The redesign of health and human services administration and funding is a key step in
addressing the barriers to effective health and human services delivery in Minnesota.
These restructured systems, however, may fail to reach total system goals if implemented
alone. Recommendations 5 through 13 must be adopted and implemented before or at the
same time as new health and human services structures are set in place.

5. State and local agencies and service providers should fully adopt an
outcomes orientation in budgeting, administration, regulation and
enforcement, and in direct service delivery.
Effectively changing from an emphasis on process to an emphasis on results throughout
the delivery system could have a pivotal effect on the system. Adopting an outcomes
orientation has been widely advocated and generally acknowledged as a good approach.
Implementing this orientation, however, requires persistence, creativity, and openness to
significantly new ways of thinking and doing things.
Because of the difficulty of changing the health and human services culture from process
to outcomes, priorities must be determined for applying this approach. Focusing on one
area at a time is the best way to begin, and one approach will necessarily entail adopting
parts of others. 16 This recommendation includes suggestions for four specific areas in
which to develop an emphasis on outcomes.

16Gordon Culp and Anne Smith, "Applying Total Quality Management," in Water Environment
and Technology (Alexandria, Va.: Water Environment Federation, July 1992.)
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1. Fo<us on outcomes in stoU and "'col agency budgets.
While budgets are a tool 10 implement policy, they also, more than any other single
factor, direct policy. Policy decisions are based on available funding and assumptions of
what will be the best expenditure of these funds. Strengtbetring the present efforts to adopt
an outromes orientation in Slate agency budgets should provide better information to
support better policy decisions within agencies and by the legislabJre. An ineentive for
Slate agencies 10 fully adopt this process is that the legislature should eventuaJ]y become
more focused on outcomes and relinquish some micromanagement of state agencies, such
as staff numben and line item specificity. (See CORE's budgeting and financial
management recommendations for perfuI11lal1ClX>ased budgeting; some of these could also
be used by locaJ administrative entities. 17)
Using outrome measures in agency budgets can provide infurmation for determining
whether programs actuaJ]y are working. Program design is enhanced by clarifying policy
assumptions, and information gained can be used for program management and
evaluation. While an outromes focus is easily implemented in some fields, beaJth and
human servioes outromes can be difficult to quantiJY and do not easily provide
opportunities for onntrolled experimentation. It is imperative, therefore, 10 clarify what
is expected from a program. For example, a larger inonme maintenanoe caseload can be
the result of greater economic problems, rather than the failure of income maintenance
self-sufficiency programs. Because extraneous factors can be hard to onntrol, Slate
agencies have often erred on the side of prescribing a process, with the expectation that
this will ensure oertain outromes. By using an outromes fucus, the right questions (that
is, results."riented vs. process questions) are more likely to be asked and infurmation
valuable to policy decisions is more likely to become available.
An example of the application of these principles would be the design and implementation
of a program to foster better beaJth in young children and thereby reduoe medical oosts
to the stale. Suppose that the assumptions that went into designing a solution included the
following sequenoe:

• Only 57 peroent of children are immunized properly," which leads 10 higher health
care oosts;
• Parents want their children 10 be immunized',
•

A public information campaign and requirements for day care and schools will ensure
that most JXlreIlts know of the need for immunizations;

"Commission on Reform and Efficiency, Budgeting and Financial Management in Minnesota State
Government (St. Paul: CORE, February 1993).

l'Office of Strategic and LoDg~Range Planning (Minnesota Planning), Minnesota Milestones (St.
Paul: Minnesota Planning, December 1992), 1990 statistic.
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II

J>arents who can afford to have their children immunized will do so, but a lack of
health insurance prevents some children from being immunized;

II

The state will be able to pay for an adequate amount of free immunizations;

II

The state will be able to adequately inform parents about free immunizations; and

II

Poor parents will get the free immunizations for their children.

II

Therefore, all children will be immunized properly, and

II

There will be higher levels of health and lower medical costs for children in the state.

By providing exact and continuous feedback, a well-designed budget perfonnance
accountability system allows such assumptions to be tested at each step. If any of the
assumptions are incorrect, the outcomes measurements will show it. Changes can then
be made early in program implementation.

2. Focus on outcomes in state relationships with local health and human services
districts.
There are many ways to achieve an outcomes focus in state-local relationships: state
agencies could shift their focus from process to results when designing and approving
local human selVices plans; allocation formulas could be based on achieving stated
outcomes; and technical assistance could be provided to local entities based on where help
is most needed to achieve outcomes, rather than on how to comply with state-specified
processes. Training for state and local staff would be necessary to implement this
approach.

3. Focus on outcomes in state relationships with dired service providers.
Many possibilities exist for implementing this approach, a number of which have great
potential for cost efficiency. Providers could be paid based on customer outcomes, rather
than on a fee-for-service or cost basis. Rules could be written less prescriptively.
Providers who continually meet quality and safety requirements could be inspected less
frequently.
An outcomes orientation in state-provider relationships can work in both directions, from
providers to state agencies and from state agencies to providers. Examples of applying
this concept are:
II

While the state may use the outcomes of appeals as a measure of success, a different
measure should be used to determine the success of state service to providers. Because
the outcome, or final decision, of an appeal often is not resolved in favor of a
provider, state service to customers in this area could be measured by whether appeals
are resolved in a timely and professionally courteous manner. The state could
cooperate with provider associations to devise a survey instrument that would measure
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the stale'S perfonnance in these areas. The associations could then conduct annual
surveys that are officialJy reported to the executive or legislative branch.
• Agencies should study opportunities to use outcome-based rules for reimbunx:rnent of
services. Research at the University of Minnesota 00 the establishment of client
outcome measures should be studied fur its applicability to health and human services
rules.

4. Focus on outcomes for people wJw receive hunum services.
Stale agencies provide Jew dire:t services. Because of this, the stale should encourage
(but not prescribe) a focus 00 end-user outcomes at the local servioe delivery level. Local
providers, though, would fiod it dilIicult to implement this recomrnendatioo fully without
concurrent state implementatioo of other recommended policy changes (see Recommendations 2 through 4) that would allow flexibility in meeting customers' needs.
Local health and human services providers should be encouraged to begin or expand
efforts to achieve positive outcomes for custo,""",. Writing an agreement (or "contr.lct")
~ the
manager and the customer is a way of defining customer goals,
developing a plan, and measwing achievement

=

Clearly defining the achievement of custo,""",' self-sufficiency goals as the desired
outcome may be especially beneficial in income maintenance programs. The ultimate
goals of any transitional assistance program should be to help customers achieve selfsufficiency as quickly as possible. Such a definition would improve our ability to gauge
the success and cost-effectiveness of these programs and would assist customers in
reaching their goal of exiting the system.

hnprove accountability in rules,
enforcement, and sanctions
Some of the fiodings in this report regarding the need to improve accountability and
reduce dependence 00 rules go beyood the scope of this project and are addressed in
CORE's report on the administrative rules system. " The CORE Human SeIvices Pr0ject addresses accountability issues dire:tly related to health and human services with
Recommendations 6 through 10.

19CommissioD on Reform and Efficiency, Minnuota's Administraliw R"'a System (St. Paul:
CORE, Marcb 1993).
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6. Health and human services rules should not be written for every
possible scenario but rather to target potentially critical situations.
These critical situations are those in which customers have no choice
about the degree of risk to which they are exposed and those involving
the rmancial solvency of providers or provider organizations. Rules
should outline minimal acceptable standards, rather than the highest
possible standards.

Need for reform
Unnecessarily restrictive rules are the single largest factor contributing to the prescriptive
nature of Minnesota's human services system. Largely because of the fear of litigation,
some rules are written to avoid any areas where professional discretion could lead to a
lawsuit. The problem with this approach is that gradually the goal becomes a lack of
lawsuits, rather than positive outcomes for customers.
Purpose of writing roles differently - If agencies can bring about a change in the way

rules are written so that they are less prescriptive and allow for more professional
decision making at the direct-service level, the costs of providing services should
decrease, and the quality of service to customers should improve because the focus will
be on the customers' real needs.
Adoption of this recommendation would result in types of rules different from those that
presently exist. Examples of rule provisions that would probably continue under this
recommendation are:
.. Minn. Rules 4655.7700-78fJJ, regarding administration of medication in nursing
homes.
.. Minn. Rules 9505.1550, listing tests that must be performed as part of a child health
screening program.
.. Minn. Rules 4685.1930, requiring health maintenance organizations to file an annual
statement of revenue and expenses in accordance with a national standard.
.. Minn. Rules 9505.1820, requiring nursing homes to keep financial records and
designating the required contents of those records.
Specific rule provisions such as the following would likely not appear in rules written
under this recommendation:
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• Minn. Rules 9520.0600, listing required cootenls of personnel files for private mentll
health residential program provide", including an annual employee training and
development plan.
• Minn. Rules 9525.0310, requiring all meals in resideotial fucilities for individuals with
developmentll disabilities to be served in a dioing room at small (six to eight people)
tables including both sexes.
• Minn. Rules 9550.004, permitting local social se:vice ageocies to cootIact with thiId
parties to provide social "","ces but also specifying the cootenls of the countyprovider cootIact.
• Minn. Rules 4655.9020, requiring nUr>ing home housekeeping supplies to be stored
at least eight inches above the floor, to fucilitate cleaning.

7. The secretary of health and human services should be responsible
for initiating an agency review and repeal process for existing health
and human services rules. Priorities for review should be established
and this activity undertaken as agency resources permit.

Need for refonn
Rules are used as a tool to ensure quality services, but, as indicalfd ahove, they can also
be a problem. Because of their prescriptive nature, rules can unnecessarily stifle
innovation and good service delivery. Over time, such as during the past decade, the
simple accumulation of rules can create an enormous burden and n<W1ess expenditure of
staff resources. This is especially true when outmoded rules remain on the books.
Therefore, not only should new rules be written differently, but agencies also should
under1al<e to review and rq>eal existing rules whenever possible.
Purpose of a repeal process - Through the institution of a formal prooedure for review
and rq>eal of rules and the expectation that agencies would undertake this process, the
burden of rules potentially can be reduced. Using the process in the state's AdministIative
Procedure Act to review and repeal rules would ensure that important rules are not

summarily eliminated.
CORE dces not expect agencies to have the resources to undertake all these actions at
once. Therefore, it suggests two priorities for action:
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II

Review all roles for selVice delivery tluu are built on but exceed federal standards.
State health and safety regulations that exceed federal standards should be reviewed
and unnecessary parts repealed. For example, federal rules for lighting requirements
inside nursing homes consist of one sentence stating the requirement of "adequate and
comfortable lighting in all areas," while state rules include 21 different, specific
footcandle requirements for various areas within a nursing home.
Depending on administrative law judge and attorney general opinions, it mayor may
not be possible to reduce state rules to this level of simplicity. Whenever possible,
however, only the core of the federal standards should remain to ensure client health
and safety.
At least one agency (MDH) has already undertaken this type of review, demonstrating
that it can be done. The MDH effort is intended to simplify some nursing home rules
while retaining essential protections.

II

Review and, ifjustified, repeal all roles that are not direct health and sqfety roles,
projessionallicensing roles, or roles that protect consumer rights.
This option would provide the possibility of simplifying all existing health and human
services rules. Obsolete rules would not have to go through the APA review procedures but could be repealed as part of agencies' submissions to the revisor's annual
bill.

Other review and repeal priorities should be detennined by agencies as they become
feasible based on the availability of staff resources.

8. State agencies should permit and encourage regulated entities (such
as HHSDs and providers) to apply for waivers from existing rules.

Need for reform
This recommendation is intended to address the need expressed by counties and providers
for more flexibility in operating state-funded programs and provides an opportunity to
propose alternatives to current rules.
Purpose of allowing waivers - While some rules now have variance provisions, these
are most often used to apply for an exception from a specific part of a rule, such as a
variation in physical plant requirements. These variances are not a new way to achieve
positive customer outcomes. To meet this goal, the state should encourage providers and
IffiSDs to apply for larger-scale waivers to rules. Employing this recommendation would
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require those requesting a waiver to develop and JlTOlXl'il' a plan that dernon.strales how
they would achieve statutory outcomes.
Instead of rule changes that affect all providers, rule waivers would affect ooly those who
have the desire and capacity to seek the change. Under this refonn, providers and oounties oould design alternative ways to meet stannory outcomes and apply for a rule waiver
from the state in order to try their experiment. In contrast to Recommendatioo 7, this
recommendation would relieve the executive branch of the bwden of reviewing all or a
large subset of existing rules, avoids possible problems associated with lifting a large set
of rules for all regulated entities, and provides the most opportunity for innovation.
CooIIaCtS between the state and providers, such as an arrangement now being negotiated
between DRS and Anoka County, would be a way of implementing this recommendatioo.

By using rule waivers, solutions may be found to pervasive problems. A point could be
reached where a large number of regulated entities had aJtained waivers from a set of
existing rules. The state then would have the option of eliminaling those rules for all
similar providers and substituting previously "Pl'fl""d waiver options.

9. Agencies should investigate and implement new methods of enforcement. These Dew ways would include more use of conflict resolution
techniques; provision of technical assistance and oversight in proportion to noncompliance occurrences; peer or citizen review panels; and

rewards and incentives, such as public recognition of exemplary
providers and educational opportunities that impart "best practices"
principles. The secretary of health and human services should be responsible for ensuring that such methods are sought and used.

Need for refonn
The state has limited ability to enforre standards. Enfon:ement mechanisms are limited
to sanctions when things have obviously gooe wroog. Changes in rules and a less
prescriptive system call for coocurrent changes in the role of enfon:ement. This oould
include changing the definition and role of technical assistmoe so that the job of some
fucility inspector> is to assist fucility management in understanding and planoing how to
meet program rules, rather than to cite violations. Agencies should work with providers
and IlliSDs to desennine what kinds of technical assistmoe providers need and what
kinds of rewanIs and incentives they would lind motivating.
Purpose of better enforcement - Rules need to be enforred; otherwise, they simply
add to the bureaucratic burden without improving customer outcomes. Developing new
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enforcement methods and strategies would improve the state's ability to. ensure that
desired outcomes are achieved.
Some questions that the secretary and state agencies would need to ask to find these new
mechanisms include: What is the intent of the agency's regulations? What is the desired
outcome? Do the regulations ensure that outcome? How are regulations enforced? Do
current enforcement methods achieve desired results? Are they cost-effective? What
standard should be used to make enforcement decisions? Who or what entity would have
the authority and responsibility to make enforcement decisions?
Some examples of how new methods of enforcement could work are:
II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

HHSDs could develop their own procedural standards. They would be required to
demonstrate that they are achieving agreed-to outcomes, in accordance with their
approved state plan.
An HHSD that is meeting plan outcomes would not receive "process" directives or
advice from the state unless it requests them.

Providers that continually meet rule standards could be inspected less frequently.
Peer or citizen review panels could work with providers and the state to monitor
compliance and determine solutions to compliance problems.
Customer advocacy groups could be encouraged to play a significant enforcement
watchdog role or to publish provider ratings.
Exemplary providers could be listed (and rated) in a guidebook to services that would
be distributed to consumers.
HHSDs and providers with demonstrated excellence in management could be a part
of technical assistance consultations to provide "best practices" information to other
HHSDs and providers.
State technical assistance could include more examples of successful approaches and
innovation and :facilitate design ofindividually appropriate strategies to attain statewide
goals.
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10. Agencies should identify and implement meaningful sanctions for
noncompliance with rules and regulations. Agencies might develop a
conflict resolution procedure; increase the use of escalating warnings
and probationary status with greater oversight; require customer or
peer review input to agencies for determination of sanctions; publicly
announce the sanction status of providers; and reduce funding and
shift it to another provider, among other options. The secretary of
health aod human services should be responsible for ensuring that this
process occurs.

Need for refonn
Current sanctioos are limilfd to fining or revoking the lirenses of providers who do not
comply with state rules and regulations and limiting funding to counties that do not
comply with state requirements. The state, however, may not wish to invoke these sanctioos because they could have a negative effect on customers. For example, revoking the
license of a noncompliant residential fucility would fOIre the residents to move.
Purpose of meaningful sanctions - In addition to current options, different kinds of
sanctions are needed to increase the state's options for action when faced with
noncompliance. Some examples of how this recommendation could worl< are:

• A specific conflict resolution process could be implemenlfd within each agency to deal
with first-tinne or lesser incidents of noncompliance.
• Noncomplying providers and HHSDs could be placed on probation, with escal'tOO
ovemght and tighter administrative controls.
• The state could publicly report the nature and results of unresolved substantialfd
complaints against providers. Provider ratings could be publishOO in guidebooks to
seMces.

• Consumer or peer review panels could provide input to agency determinations of
appropriate sanctions for violations of state regulations.
•

If outcomes are not being met or if rules are disregarded, the state could rOOuoe the
portioo of reimbursement or funding inlfnded to cover administrative costs. In the
worst cases, program funding could be reduced and shifted to another IlliSD or
provider that has a good record and is willing and able to take over provision of those

servires.
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Become customer-focused
The state health and human services system exists for its end-users. Once a bureaucracy
is set in place, however, the process begins to take precedence over the people the system
is intended to serve. A redesigned health and human services system must take deliberate
steps to counteract this effect. Recommendations 11 through 13 address this area.

11. State and county health and human services agencies should clearly
derme who their customers are.

Need for reform
One of the circumstances confusing the issue of customer focus is the fact that different
health and human services agencies serve different types of customers. Even single
agencies may serve multiple sets of customers. For example, county social services
workers work directly with the end-user, but county program directors may have most
of their contact with vendors of services. Both end-users and vendors are customers of
the county.
DHS has far more contact with county personnel and providers than with end-users. The
legislature's customers are citizens, who expect legislators to create policies and laws that
serve the public interest. Confusion over who is the customer of any particular service
makes it difficult to evaluate outcomes.
Purpose of identifying customers - CORE has identified the end-user as the primary
customer of the health and human services system. It is this person for whom the system
exists. While agencies must meet the needs of their identified customers, the purpose of
the system must not be forgotten. Although appropriately identified as customers, those
other than the end-user are actuaIly stakeholders in the system. These stakeholders include
state agencies, counties, providers, interest groups, elected officials, and taxpayers~

As part of the mission-building process, state agencies must clarify who their customers
are within each program. Once customers are clearly identified, agencies would be better
able to focus on serving them. At the local level, health and human services districts
should define customers as they develop their district plans.
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12. State and local staff should be empowered to serve their customers.

Need for refonn
Most health and human seMce5 staff want to do a good joo and serve their customen

"",n. But the current system structure disoournges or prevents staff from operating with
a customer focus (see the Findings section). The previous recommendations on flexible
funding and system restructuring are designed to remove some of the system's
disincaltives to focusing 00 customen, but additional changes are needed.
Purpose of empowering staff - By emP""""ing staff to serve customers, the state is
sending a powerfuI and consistent message about what is important - about what Its
visioo for human seMces is. If the visioo slates ooe goal but all structures mitigate
against that goal, staff will be caught in the middle.

Changing the structures - such as funding or mie changes that allow more flexibility in
eligibility for some seMces - wooId strongly afiect the ability of staff to serve their
customers. Besides struetura1 changes, ~, additional methods could be used to
empower staff to be responsive to customer needs, including: reducing layers of supervision to allow more professional discretion and reduoe response time; rewarding and
recognizing staff for desired outcomes, rather than for size of caseload or other
noooutcome measures; and providing timely and coostruetive performance feedback to
employees. In additioo, managers should model the behaviors they wiab staff to adopt,
such as respect for customers and prompt responses to inquiries.
Another approach to this goal is to adopt a statewide "can-do" attitude with regard to
human seMces. MinnesoIa's inclinatioo to capture as much federal funding as possible
has created a reluc1anoe to try anything with even a
possibility ofjfXJl"Udizing that
funding, often leading to a genernl "can't be done" attitude. Experts on quality
improvement in government, ~, recommend taking another look at the state's
inle1prelatioos of federal regulatioos. Experieooe shows that often there is more room than
ooe might think to change the way things are done, even without federal waivers." This
is not to imply that the difliculty of ootaining federnl permission for innovation is not
valid. In fuel, some state ideas require federal law changes, because these innovations go
far beyood what can be authoriz£d through a federal waiver.

=-

:IO]ohn Kirkpatrick, senior vice-present for government operations, Process Management

International. Speech 10 Minnesota Quality Conference, Minneapolis, Oct. 8, 1992.
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13. The legislature, state agencies, counties, and providers should work
in partnership to empower customers to achieve their goals.

Need for reform
As noted before, the end-user of health and human services is the real customer of the
system. Professionals have traditionally thought of these individuals and families as
"clients." Thinking of them as customers, however, and adopting a customer-service
mentality and nomenclature could have a far-reaching effect on the interactions between
these customers and the health and human services system.
To use the system effectively, end-users and their families need several key pieces of
lmowledge, such as where to get comprehensive and coordinated information and where
to register complaints. These kinds of contact points should be developed so that
customers have resources, as well as recourse for poor or disrespectful service.
~

of empowering customers - Increasing the customer's ability to achieve goals
has great potential for making real change in the system. The goals of different customers
would be very different, depending upon their individual situations. In general, however,
empowerment means that enough information and flexibility are provided in the system
to get the right services to the right people at the right time - and in the most costeffective manner. If customers are empowered to reach their goals, the entire system is
able to reach its goals.

When systems are built on process, not results, it is easy for the customer to become just
another piece of the process, rather than the reason for the process in the first place.
Particularly in health and human services, where many end-users come to the system at
a time of personal crisis, it is critical to give these customers as much power as possible
to change their circumstances. Rather than treat them as helpless, the system should
empower end-users to use the system in the way that makes the most sense for them.
End-users should be given choices wherever they exist. For example, they should be able
to choose the types of services they want and the providers of those services as long as
the services are cost-effective. Organizational and end-user customers should be regularly
surveyed for feedback on system responsiveness to their needs, such as technical
assistance or timely hearing of appeals, and should be given assurance that the system will
change and improve, based on that feedback.

When the customer is an agency or a direct service provider, the system should empower
these entities to serve their customers well. This should be done not only through flexible
funding and administrative requirements but also by providing management training and
resources for improving service quality.
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Conclusion
Minnesota has many excellent health and human seJVices progr.uns, hut within its system
are several significant barri<n to delivering these seJVices effectively and efficiently.
Adoption of these 13 reoomrnendations should help Minnesota meet these challenges and
develop an improved health and human seJVices system.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR SERVICES
TO OLDER 1\fiNNESOTANS
s a way of detennining their practical effect, CORE's human service recommendations are applied in this section to a specific area of human services. 21
Services to older persons were selected primarily because of the anticipated
growth in both demand and state dollars needed to meet that demand.

A

'The complexity of elderly services makes it difficult to simply apply the recommendations
to the "elderly services system." 'This system is really a collection of numerous unique
programs that serve different types of customers with different needs. Some human service programs use functional status to detennine need and serve primarily, though not
exclusively, older customers. Other programs use age as the criteria for eligibility, but
that age may be 60, 65, or some other number. Still other programs are highly intertwined with one another, so that a change in one service area greatly affects another. A
significant change in Medicaid eligibility for nursing home care, for example, could affect
the demand for services funded by the state's alternative care grant program, the Community Social Services Act, community health services, and area agencies on aging.
Another complicating :factor in the elderly services system is that some programs are
means-tested and some are not. 'This section, therefore, provides a general idea of what
types of impact the application of the human services recommendations could have on services to the elderly. It is not an in-depth analysis of how the entire system would be
affected.
Two points are important to keep in mind: First, CORE's recommendations for the human services system were not developed within the constraints of existing law; that is,
commission members understood that some state and federal laws would have to be
changed to allow the recommendations to be implemented. Second, many of the examples
refer to efforts that are already under way by human service agencies to improve the
elderly services system.

1

The input of representatives from a variety of senior organizations and state agencies, including
the Interagency Long-Term Care Policy Committee, was very helpful in drafting this section. The
section, however, does not necessarily reflect their views in all areas.

2
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Potential impacts
Recommendation I, Establish a secretary of health and human services
VISion and mi<sion - The secretary of health and human services would be responsible
for integrating into a more coordinated whole the activities of various state agencies that
now provide elderly services. The secretary oouId accomplish this in large part by
creating a visioo and missioo fur the state's elderly services system and by merging
certain agency divisioos so that they work toward comrnoo goals.
A visioo and missioo for elderly services oouId be incor]lmated into an overalJ visioo and
mission for human services. One place to begin this discussioo oouId be the visioo and
missioo slatements developed by the Senior's Agenda for Independent living (SAIL)
project in late 1990:
The Vision: SAIL envisions a system in Minnesota in which: political, sooiaJ, legal,
regulatory, and service system environments promote choice and alternatives; seniors ue
supported in their efforts to remain in the community if that is their choice; a management
infrastructure supports the effective and efficient delivery of services; there is coordination in
the planning, administration. and delivery of services 10 seniors; there is a natiooa1 health
insurance and long-term care insuranc:e program that works with the state system to ensure
seniors' acce&'!l to. wide range of health and Loog·tenn care services; and service systems are
community-based to meet the needs and preferences of local seniors.
The Mission: The state of Minnesota should cootinue its c:ommitmeot to preserving the

persooal choice and maximi.zing the autonomy of its citizens by developing policies and plans
of actions which prolOOte the independent living of its older citizens while considering the
needs of the citizenry as a whole.2:2

The secretary might intensify cunent effOrts to integrate various elderly services programs
to ensure that services and policies are working toward the visioo and mission that have
been eslablislted. In the present system, various divisioos and agencies are sqmateIy
responsible for administering and evaluating a range of aging services.
Policy development -

The secretary oouId also integrate activities and streamline

decisioo making by eslablishing ooe policyrnaking and ooe advisory council that would
make reromrnendatioos 00 aging issues directly to the secretary.
The policyrnaking council might be an expansion or modification of the Interagency
Long-Tenn Care Planning Committee (lNIERCOM). INfERCOM was eslablished by
the legislature in 1983 to identify long-term care issues requiring coonlinated interagency
polices, conduct analyses, coordinate policy development, and make rerommendatioos

ZZMinnesota Board on Aiing and the Interagency Board for Quality Assurance, &niors Agenda
for Independent Living (St. Paul: MBA and IBQA, 1990), pp. 3-4.
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to the commissioners of Health and Human Services for the effective implementation of
these policies. An expanded council could consist of deputy secretaries representing all
relevant departments under the secretary's purview.
INTERCOM is charged by the governor with developing "strategies to reduce escalating
expenditures in the state's long-term care budget." A secretary could rely on INTERCOM for expertise on many issues, such as further developing and implementing vision
and mission statements; evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of creating a Senior
SetVices Division; creating and funding an elderly services data base; and appropriately
funding long-term care.
The advisory council could be modeled after the Minnesota Board on Aging and designed
to represent the interests of consumers.
Fstablisbing priorities - In developing and implementing vision and mission statements,
the secretary could take a proactive role in prioritizing strategies for improving

Minnesota's long-term care system.
For example, the secretary could direct state departments to assist health and human
service districts (see Recommendation 2) in developing more aggressive strategies for
controlling costs and serving seniors in noninstitutional settings. The secretary could make
it a priority to integrate and improve data administration, so that the state can better
identify who is using long-term care services, how these services are funded, and how
service use may change in the future.
Leadership - While establishing a secretary of health and human services has the
potential for improving the state's elderly services system, such improvements would
depend to a great extent on the person chosen to be the secretary. Ideally for elderly
services, the secretary would be knowledgeable, experienced, and interested in aging
issues. The secretary would also be prudent in directing resources to persons who most
need them and able to effectively balance the needs of the elderly with the needs of other
Minnesotans, including taxpayers.
At the same time, the secretary would be just one person who would have to work with
many agencies, commissioners, consumers, other interested parties, and policies. Even
the ideal secretary will·not find it. easy. to integrate the diverse parts of Minnesota's
complex system.

Recommendation 2. Designate local health and human services districts
The implementation of this recommendation would consolidate the local administration
and planning of various aging programs. At present, numerous programs separately
provide services to older persons at the regional and local levels. For example, county
public health and social services agencies use alternative care grant monies to provide
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such services as adult foster care and home health aides; county social servioe agencies
use Community Social Services Act (CSSA) funds to provide chore and other services;
area agencies 00 aging (MAs) use primarily federal funds to provide such services as
meals and adult day care; and community health services (CHS) agencies use their funds
to provide such items as home health aide and homemaker services.
Under this reconunendatioo, the health and human services districts (HHSDs) v.oold he

responsible for planning and administering services fonnerly administered by MAs and
county health and human services departments. Administratioo of programs now funded
by the Alternative Care Grant Program, CHS, CSSA, and area agencies 00 aging, for
instmoe, could he consolidated to achieve commoo gools, use commoo forms, and collect
commoo data. This v.oold eliminate unnecessary duplicatioo and oonfusioo <M:I: which
agency is accountable for the lotl1 servioe package provided to a given client
IllISDs v.oold he designated as area agencies

aging. This v.oold reduoe the
complexity of having county boundaries for some services, CHS boundaries for others,
and AAA regional districts for still otheIll. As required by fuderallaw, ntle ill-funded
services would continue to he directed to older pmons. (An alternative to this could he
to designate the state unit on aging as the state's only AAA and then distribute funds from
there.) Other federal laws reJated to MAs v.oold need to he examined.
00

Combining lIaditiooal AAA activities with the administratioo of other elderly services
could he a difficult trnnsitioo for some individuals and agencies. In Oregoo, where MAs
assumed the responsibility for administering the entire IllIlge of senior services, it was
found that:
Oregon did not develop this state-local 6.naacial management system for Ioog term care
services without difficulty. In particular, local MAs bad been used to grant funding and
considerable autonomy vis-a-vis that state government. The MAs' undertaIdng ofMedicai.dprogmn-rebtod tosks requUod slwply cliff.prooed\uts. slaDdanImotioo on<!
reporting, cultunl1 changes 8Dd much less autooomy than previously. As • result of the
difficulties involved in worlcing out these rcIatioos, Oreem adopted for • time • hiahly
structured, formal negotiation ptoeefiS between SSD [the Senior Services Divisioo] aDd the
local MAs to implem:ot its program management system.:D

-..m.

Hmvever, county public health and social services agencies in Minnesota are familiar with
state and fuderal procedures and requirements regarding Medicaid and other funding
SOUIteS.

2JDiane Justice (with Lynn Etheredge, John Luell'S, and Brian Burell), Stale Long Tmn Care
Reform: De~lopment of Ccmmuniry Care Systems in Six Statu (Washington, D.C.: Center for
Policy Research, National Governors Association, April 1988), p. 128; Estelle Brouwer, No Easy
Cure: Possibk Options for Controlling Minnesota's Medical Assistance Spending (Minneapolis:

University of Minnesota, December 1992), p. 36.
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Recommendations 3 and 4. &tablish IllISD grants
In implementing these recommendations in the elderly services system, one of the first
steps would be to establish a list of services that could be funded through the basic
services package and through the block grant. Another step would be to specify eligibility
criteria for persons receiving any of the basic services. In addition, eligibility criteria
would need to be established for persons receiving services funded by the block grant.
Below is an example of how the service lists and eligibility categories might be

developed.

1. Establish a list of services available in the basic services package.
This list would be generated by the secretary of health and human services with the
assistance of HHSDs and the concurrence of the legislature. In developing the list, the
secretary would examine state needs in relation to the types and amounts of services
currently provided by the sources of funding going into the basic services equity fund.
The list of seJVices would be inclusive of all ages and current categories (that is, not
categorical). In developing the list of services, the secretary would consult with senior
services experts and organizations in the public and private sectors, such as geriatricians,
case managers, INTERCOM, and seniors' organizations.
Not all services on the list would be guaranteed to all persons who are eligible for the
basic services equity package, just as all Medicare-, Medicaid-, or insurance-funded
services are not automatically available to all persons who quality for Medicare,
Medicaid, or private insurance. Only persons who meet the eligibility criteria for specific
services would be provided with those services. The list would include the types of
services that can be provided with the basic services funding. For example, items on the
list relevant to the elderly could include home health care and adult day care.
The decision regarding what services are included in the basic services package would
in part detennine what types of services are included in the block grant-funded package.
For instance, if a service were not included in the basic services package, an IllISD
might decide that it needed to include the service in the list of block grant-funded
services.

2. Establish a list of services available through the block grant services package.
Each HHSD would have discretion to detennine what services it wishes to fund through
the block grant. In developing the list, the HHSD would likely examine the specific needs
of the district and the types and amounts of services provided by all sources in the area.
As with the basic services equity package, not all services on the list would be guaranteed
to all persons eligible for the block grant services. Only persons who meet the eligibility
criteria for specific services would be given those services. The list would include the
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types of services that can be provided with block gxant funding. For example, items on
the lis! relevant to the elderly could include homemakm, chore services, home<lelivered
meals, and ttansportation.

Allowing for greater flexibility in the type of services available for seniors (and other
laIgeted groups) can improve both customer satisfuction and efficiency. Seniors seeking
services would be evaluated individually to determine wbat type of services they wanted
and ne<ded, rather than steered toward specific services for which funding is available.

3. Estab6sh eligibiJity croeriD for the basic seMees pocklJge.
Criteria for the basic services pockage would be esIablished by the secretary of health and
human services with the assistance of the HlISD and with the concurrence of the
legislature. Categories of eligibility could be prioritizfd among difierent target
populations. For example, older persons seeking services ntight be required to go through
a version of the slate's preadntission screening process to bave their needs assessed and
a priority category assigned. More analysis would be needed to determine the exact
categories that would be appropriate, but the system could work as follows:
Persons who are given a level I (high) priority for services ntight be those with few or
no informal sources of support and low inromes, and determined to be at case mix G to
K if they were adntitted to a nursing home. Persons wbo are given a level 2 priority for
services ntight include those with few infonnal sources of support and low inromes, and
determined to be at case mix B to F. Persons given a level 3 priority for services ntight
be those with few informal sources of support and low incomes, and determined to be
at case mix A.

Depending on an analysis of the slate's budge!, oeeds, current services, and other fuctors,
the secretary and the legislabJre could determine which priority level is eligible for the
basic service package. The decision of who is eligible for the basic services package
would in large part determine how eligibility is set for the block gxant-funded services.
For instance, if the decision were made that the basic services pockage would fund
services for seniors at priority levels 1 and 2, the block gxant monies could be used to
fund services for persons at level 3.

4. Estab6sh eligibility croeriD for seMees funded by the block gront ond fund those
sen*es.
The HlISDs would bave discretion to set priorities on the types of services they wanted
to fund through the block gxant and the eligibility criteria for block gxant-funded services.
Districts with a large elderly population,' high rntes of institutionalization, and few
community-based services could emphasize the development of alternatives to institutionalization. DisIriets with many community alternatives for seniors ntight want to devote
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a portion of their funds to wellness clinics or education. Through the consolidation of
many sources of funding, funds previously spent on one type of service could be directed
to another type or target group.
As an example of how this could work, assume that the state-funded services for seniors
are at priority levels 1 and 2. An HHSD with a large and growing senior population
might decide to fund services for seniors at level 3 and for seniors who meet some less
stringent criteria. An HHSD could decide to help make alternatives to nursing homes
available to persons at all income and functional levels, for instance, by providing seed
money for small businesses developing alternatives. Other HHSDs with a relatively small
elderly population and many alternative services could decide to provide discretionary
services only to seniors at level 3 or not at all, focusing instead on other target populations.
For this type of system to work, the state would need to develop a fair and reasonable
means of setting eligibility criteria. Also, the state and the districts must be prepared for
powerful lobbying by advocacy groups and others who want to ensure that no monies are
directed away from their constituencies. Advocacy groups, consumers, and administrators
must to be willing to trade small pots of money designated for very specific services for
greater local flexibility in meeting local and individual needs.
Moving to this type of system would directly affect the senior services system by
changing who is eligible for many services funded in whole or part by the state and what
types of services are provided. Depending on the decisions of the secretary, the
legislature, and the HHSD on service packages and eligibility criteria, senior access to
services could change. On the positive side, this system likely would make it easier for
seniors to understand what services are available and how to apply for them. For seniors
who are eligible for services, this system would increase the likelihood that care is
coordinated and tailored to meet their individual needs.

Recommendation 5. Adopt an outcomes orientation
Below are several examples of how an outcomes orientation could be emphasized in the
elderly services system:
1. Efforts at implementing performance-based budgeting are already under way in state
agencies. The continued and expanded use of outcomes measures in state budgets can
be used to provide necessary information about whether programs are actually
working to achieve expected goals. An example of the application of these principles
would be the design and implementation of a program to prevent high-cost nursing
home placements. Suppose that the assumptions underlying the development of the
prevention program included the following sequence:
11II

Older persons do not want to live in nursing homes;
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o

Older per.iOIlS prefer to slay in their own homes where they have always lived;

•

Preve'J1tive care at home will be Jess expensive than nursing home care;

o Older per",,"s will pay for preventive care in their own homes before they are
frail enough to enter a musing home;
o The present system will be able to infunn older
and will be able to provide those servioes; and

per.iOIlS

about preventive care

o

This will cause a decline in the nursing home placement rate.

o

Therefore, not as many older per.iOIlS will quality for medical assistance (MA);
and,

•

The state will save money in the MA program.

By providing exact and cootinuoos feedback, a well designed budget performanoe
accountability system allows these assumptions to be testlld at each step. If any of the
assumptions are inrorrect, the outcomes measurements should show it. Changes can
then be made early in program implenientation.
2. State agencies could adqJt a greater outcomes focus in their relationships with
HHSDs. For instance, the slate could require llliSD budgets to specify how the
package of services available to seniors will further the state's mission for elderly
servioes (How are servioes expected to affect the rate of institutionali7ation in that
district? How will quality and oost-effectiveness be ensured'I). This type of outcomes
orientation is already evident in some projects funded uoder the slate's SAn.. strategy.
3. State agencies could enoonrage providers to apply for rule waivers if they can show
they have an innovative way of attaining desired outcomes.

4. The state could continue to encourage acustomer-focused outcomes orientation at the
local servioe delivery level (such as through outcomes-based reimbursement). An
example of shifting the focus to outoomes for servioes to elderly per.iOIlS would
involve implementing reoent changes in the Alternative Care Grant Progr.un that
allow oounties to use up to to perrent of these funds on unspecified servioes, such
as transportation, chore seIVices, or training for infonnal caregivers. 24 This pennits
a client servioes ooordinator to determine specifical1y what an older person may need
to remain at home, rather than limiting the options to services that may not help to
achieve the desired client outcome.
In implementing outoome approaches for senior servioes, it is important not to
underestimate the complexity of developing appropriate outoome measures. As Donna

:lAM.S. 256B.0913, Subd. 5. A report on tbis provision and recommendations were due to the
legislature Feb. 15, 1993.
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Ambler Peter notes, "It is obVious' thatalthough'there' is'a need foroutcomes for various
categories of clients in long-tenn care, their development is slow and complicated. "25
Moreover, ;state adininisttative·staff and providers who areinitiaUy enthusiastic about
replacing the regulation of prOcesS' with outcomes monitoriilgmay 'find implementation
of outcomes-based reimburSement'difficult>, .
Although states have been intrigUed by,the'tdea of linldng"outcori:les to'payment, they have
shied away for fear that predicted outcomes are not powerful enough indicators on which to
base a payment system" and that sanctio~.may I).ot sticlc in an outcome based system given our
litigious ~~ety and the difficulty of affixing. personal responsibility for negative outcomes~

RecommendatiQDS 6 through 10. Improveacoounta~ility in rules,
enforcement, and sanctions
One implication of· these recommendations for "elderly services is that the state would
continue to review rules pertaining to nursing.homes and'o1her providers.to ensure that
the rules are not overly prescriptive. MDH, for example, is comparing state regulations
for nursing home operation with fed~nursing home rul~,with the intent of repealing
nonessential parts of the ,state rules.,
In the area of waivers, implementation of Recommendations 6 through 10 would pennit
HHSDs andproviqers to-propose a1te~tiye.methods, for achieving ,statutory program
outcomes. One example of how this might be applied in elderly services would be a large
network of assisted-living facilities, that obtains: state and federal waivers related to quality
assurance and fee-for-service financing ~d. instead· serves dients ,on a capitated (per
person) basis, with outcome measures serving as the basis for the capitated rate.

As part of developing new methods of enforcemepi and sanctions, the state could work
:with senior
.groups to survey seniors and publish a,consumer guidebook that
would rate service' providers. in ,each BJ{SD according to a. cOJl).bination of survey
responses and .state records of providers' .,'reg$tion compliance scores. The guidebook
could provide data relating to the cost and· availability,pf servi~ (such as health agencies,
adult foster care providers, nursing homes, ap.dother .services in th~ area).11ris could be
an incentive for better provider performance and proVision of senior-preferred,quality
services.

*ocacy

2SDonna Ambler Peter, "An Overview of Current Research Relating to Long-term Outcomes, »
Nursing and Health Care, March 1989, p. 135.
26Rosalie Kane and Robert Kane, "Long-term. Care: Variations on a Quality Assurance Theme, »
Inquiry 25, Spring 1988, p. 141.
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Recommendalion 11. Clearly deftne customers
If this re:omrnendalion were applied to the elderly .ervioes syst<m, the HHSDs and
providers would be defined· as the maJor customen of state agencies. Ageocy staff could
assist districts in effective planning, coordinalion, and provisim of services to seniors.
Ageocy sta1f could provide more oonsultaticn in the areas of rules intelpretllion, fur
inslance, and oontinue efforts to improve eXisting rules.
As anoIher example, the state could assume responsibility for facililating the exchange of
information across districts. If a district were particularly gvx:essful at reducing the rate
of institutialaliZlli<J or implementing outrome-<lrienlfd policies fur providers, for
instlJ1Ce, the state could make sure that Ihese best practices were shared with other
districts to help them develop similarly successful progxams.

Seniors and providers wooId both be CUSlllIIlen of the HHSDs. HHSDs wooId esperially
be respoosible fur monitoring senior salisf.lction with servires.
Evaluations could be dooe, for example, to detem1ine how satisfied seniors are with the
delivery of varioos .ervioes and to elicit suggestions fur change. Customer input could
also be galbered when deYeloping outoome measures fur districts and providers.

Recommendations U and 13. Empower staIf and customers
Combining a customer tbcus with the inleglalicn of adminislIalive and funding functions
within HHSDs could mise customer satisfa:tim by reducing red tape and stR:amlining
decision making.
HHSDs also could improve customer satisfa:tim and empower custom"" tIuoogh their
flexibility in mcding particular customer ne<ds (see also R<lcommendatioo 4). HHSDs
should be able to create a )lOCkage of services desigoed to meet individual ne<ds using
both basic and discretionary services. This benefit may vary considezably among districts,
depending on the number and types ofdiscretionary services funded by each one. HHSDs
could also serve as a point of access fur seniors sedting to detem1ine the range of services
available to them.
Finally, the state could specifically fund and ensure the development of a data base that
clearly shows the =ts, services, and sources of funding fur senior sezvices. At present,
it is di.lIicu1t for CUSlllIIlen of all sorts to evaluate whether !hey are getting their money's
worth from the services provided.
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FISCAL Il\1PACT
unding health and human services is not likely to get any easier. Minnesota is
already among the top spenders in the nation for health and human services.
There probably will never be enough money for all essential health and human
services. Increasingly, the state will need to focus on new ways to make the best use of
available resources. This section outlines the costs and potential savings associated with
each recommendation.

F

These CORE recommendations are designed to make the delivery of health and human
services more efficient and more effective. Some of the recommendations have clear
implementation costs, some have a cost-neutral net effect, and others have implications
for significant long-tenn savings.
Table 3 shows the estimated costs and savings of those recommendations for which
reasonable assumptions about potential fiscal effects could be made; detailed calculations
are presented in Appendix F.

Table 3. Recommendations with Significant Fiscal Impact

lil l( filililllllll'llr:.'lllll\'l'.'litl.]IIII.Jlfll;I.11!111111.1~;1'!1
Establish Office of Secretary of Health and Hwnan Services
Add 8 positions
Eliminate 22 agency
positions replaced by
Office of the Secretary

$472,300

($1,273,300)

$2,361,500

$303,300

($6,063,200)

(see Appen-

($12,020,000)

Establish Health and Hwnan Services Districts (HHSDs)
Eliminate duplicative

director positions

($2,404,000)

dixF)

(county savings)

&tablish Health and Social Services Block Grant
Increase community
placements of mentally
ill persons

TOTAL

($33,235,440)

$25,354,360

$5,202,000

($34,203,400)

($36,912,740)

$25,826,660

$5,505,300

($49,925,100)
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Costs and savings
Recommendation 1: Establish a secretary of health and human services
&tIblishing a health and human seMces secretlry is expeclfd to result in net savings of
$497,700 the Jim year and $801,00:> in subsequent yean. Althoogh the cost of a
secretlry will depend on the number of Slaff assigned to that office, the cost of the health
and human seMces secretary's salary, an administrative assistant, and _
professional
Slaff is more than offset by eliminating a number of current deputy commissioner and
other positions.
The benefit of estlblishing a secretlry for health and human seMces goes beyond dollar
savings. Creating this position presents an opportunity for authoritative leaderWp and

acrountatiility in the human seMces system. Fragmentation and turf protection among
agencies have been signifi=t harriers to effective provision of seMces. The secretlry
has the potential to overoome these harriers and make the human seMces system more
responsive, efficient, and effective. The secretlry will also have the authority to
consolidate or eIiminaIe dupliC3live functions in health and human seMces agencies,
increasing the potential for additional cost savings.

Recommendation 2: Designate health and human services districts
A number of oounties could potentially reduce oosts by consolidating public health and
social seMces administrations within the proposed health llnd human seMces districts.
Projected savings are based on the assumption that current community health seMce
(CHS) configurations will also be the HHSD configurations. Using the current average
singllHXlUllty public health and social seMces director salaries as a basis, some counties
in the new districts could realize totaJ savings of $2.4 million per year, or $4.8 million
per biennium. This savings in county funds would be realired by the 21 oounties that
would combine with other oounties into larger health and human seMces districts.
The population base of the HHSD administrations would be smaller than the average
popu1aIions of most of the 1arger sing1e<ounty districts, so consolidation shoo1d not pose
undue management problems for new administrations. Elliciencies would also be created
by rnetging administrative and support functions, consolidating Slaff expertise, and/or
reallocating Slaff from administIative functions to direct customer seMce.

Recommendations 3 and 4: Establish IllISD grants
Freeing oounties from many seMces mandates and consolidating funding sources raise
the posslbility of savings in overall health and human seMces expenditures. Savings from
efficiencies realired through flexibility =not be absolutely predicted, thoogh it is
reasonable to anticipate that some savings would be realired through the placement of a
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higher percentage of mentally ill people in appropriate community settings than in
regional treatment centers (RTCs). Actual savings will depend upon the rate of this
movement and the cost of comniunity care.

Based on DHS data, CORE projects that annually, about 1,080 mentally ill (Ml) clients
would receive treatment in community settings rather than in an RTC. This means that
400 RTC MI beds would no longer be needed, for a net savings of almost $2.7 million
the first year and $7.9 million in subsequent years. This projection accounts for severance
costs for employees dislocated from RTCs as a result of this change to more community
placements.

Recommendation 5: Adopt an outcomes orientation
Agency budgets
Focusing on outcomes will enable agencies to better evaluate whether programs are
working effectively and will help the state avoid expensive mistakes. This focus will
require additional staff time to develop valid outcome measureS and evaluate programs.
As an example of the costs of setting outcome measures, the CORE Budget Project
estimated that it cost $24,000 for the Office of Waste Management and $6,000 for the
Department of Transportation to contract for consultant services to determine outcome
measures for one program for each agency. An unmeasured amount of agency staff time
also went into these efforts. Health and human services programs tend to be large,
encompassing many complex issues and therefore many variables. This makes it difficult
to determine appropriate outcome measures and to evaluate these programs. Thus, it can
be assumed that the cost of detennining outcome measures for all health and human
services agencies programs would be substantial - as would the savings from
discontinuing programs with poor outcomes.
State-local relationships
The most tangible benefit of an emphasis on outcomes between the state and local entities
would be for local administrators, who would be able to focus their efforts and staff time
on achieving results, rather than on complYing with overly detailed and prescriptive
administrative requirements. However, the state would also realize a benefit. Although
quantitative data on the cost of writing rules, bulletins, and procedures manuals is not
available, state agency experts say it is significant. An outcomes approach could cut these
costs noticeably.
The overall effect of an outcomes approach would be cost-neutral for state agencies. Staff
time now spent on rules and procedures could be shifted to technical assistance (to help
local agencies achieve their desired outcomes), program evaluation (to determine actual
outcomes), and enforcement of a smaller set of rules.
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Providers

Focusing 00 outcomes achieved by providers is expedfd to be cost-neutral. If outcomes
are e>entually used to determine payment, hov.ever, this approoch oould generate savings
for the state by encouraging efficiencies in service delivery.

End-users
Loog-term cost savings sbould be realized throughout the system when providers are
better able to respood to customer needs for assistance in the most cost-effective way. The
real benefits of focusing on outcomes for end-use", however, are the long-term effects
of achieving health and self-sufficiency for as many citizens of the state as possible.

Recommendations 6 through 8: Improve accountability in rules
Designing and implementing a rule review and repeal process would initially be costly,
primarily in terms of staff lime. Agencies are unlikely to undeI1ake this effort without
incentives or mandates to do so. It is difficult and tim<><:onsuming to design objective
standards for repeal, especially in the category of customer rights and prolfClioo.
An example of the tinne-<:onsuming nature of this process is the current MDH review and

repeal of some nurning home rules that exceed federnl regulations. Now nearing
completion, this project has required two yearn and two full-lime empleyees. In the long
term, as the number of unnecessary and obsolete rules diminishes through implementatioo
of this nmmmendatioo and as rules are written differently, the costs of maintaining rule
review and repeal activities should diminish.
To allow rule waivers, state agencies would have to develop a waiver review process and
determine standards for granting waivers. The staff lime required to implement these is
unknown. Costs oould escalate temporarily if additional staff or oontlllcto" are needed
to get this process underway. Some innovative approaches may require changes in federal
law. Pursuing federal law changes would be time<:onsuming for state staff but likely
worthwhile over the loog term.
Rule waivers offer a good potential for savings in the cost of doing business and
providing services. Provide" and HHSDs could devise plans that match their own
resourre capacities while still accomplishing desired results for customers. Finally, the
state's commitment to allowing waivers and emphasizing outcomes makes it more likely
that potential cost-saving innovatioos will be proposed.
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Recommendations 9 through 10: Establish effective
enforcement and sanctions
The costs of developing and implementing new methods of rule enforcement and
meaningful sanctions would be primarily in state staff resources. These costs could be
mitigated if staff is relieved of other duties (such as extensive rule and bulletin writing)
as other CORE recommendations are also implemented.

Recommendations 11 through 13: Become customer-focused
Empowering health and human services staff to meet customer needs requires more
flexibility in the structures that define what staff can or cannot do for people. Some of this
flexibility must be sought at the federal level. Development and implementation of ideas
that require federal waivers or law changes necessitate a great investment in staff time and
resources. Staff training would likely be needed to attain the kind of attitude shift
necessary to have a true customer focus. Further costs would be incurred in developing
avenues for customer feedback and communication.
However, the potential payoffs from staff empowerment are multiple. By allowing staff
to selVe customers effectively, agencies become more efficient. Staff find more job
satisfaction through knowing they can make a real difference in customers' lives, which
should increase productivity (by attracting the best workers) and reduce turnover.
Some human services customers may always rely upon the system, such as persons who
have severe, permanent disabilities and no source of income. Many others who use the
system, however, do so reluctantly, and hope for self-sufficiency. Empowering customers
to reach their goals also implies some initial costs in program evaluation and design of
new alternatives. To the extent that encouraging customers to reach their goals means
eliminating their need for human services, this recommendation could create significant
savings or cost avoidance.
One source of savings would come from reducing the number of long-term human
services customers. Another possibility is that future growth in the human services budget
would be forestalled by serving more customers for the same amount of money. These
possibilities can only be quantified based on programs and policies yet to be developed
or refined.
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Il\1PLEl\1ENTATION
o create a framework for understanding both the scope and level of difficulty in
implementing each of CORE's recommendations for the human services delivery
system, an implementation plan and time line were developed for each of the
recommendations.

T

Major changes would be necessary in order to implement the recommendations. The
process of change can be divided into three areas: (1) changes that could be made
administratively; (2) changes that would require new state statutory authority; and (3)
changes that would require federal involvement, such as new federal law or new or
amended waivers.
Table 4 on the next page illustrates the changes necessary for each recommendation. In
each case, a check mark (.I') indicates that a new administrative policy or state law is
needed for implementation of the recommendation. Specific state statutory changes are
indicated with bullets (e). Federal waivers or law changes are indicated in the "federal
change" column.
Administrative changes include some of the responsibilities of the secretary, such as
improving data collection and unifonnity standards or developing outcome measures for
planning and evaluating aU programs. Administrative changes also include shifts in
managerial style to encourage a customer focus.
Recommendations that need state statutory authority include establishing the executive
office and responsibilities of the secretary, creating health and human services districts,
and developing new funding fonnulas.
Federal law changes would be needed to implement an outcomes focus in some areas,
such as reimbursing providers on the basis of customer outcomes. Federal waivers would
be needed to make some of the changes to accountability, such as waiving some rules.
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Table 4. hnplementation Plan

RECO~AT[ON ,I o trative
I
"'""'"

smw.,;~
'new "'""'"

i1% Admirus-

i/ =
st&tutory
authority needed

1. Secretary for health and bLman services

Create • secretary for health

@

1m"

(, FedenlI

"'""'"

,/ ("" CORE
executive
reorganization
recommendations)

and human services.

•

Create a vision for health
and human services.

,/

•

Establish state health and
human services agency
missions.

,/

•

Ensure coordinatioo and integration of health and human services programs.

,/

Exercise colnpiebensive

,/

•

"

policy and budget
....."wbility,

•

Develop and maintain buman services data collection
and information.

•

Coordinate legislation and
oversee rule development.

,/

•

APA

0..;_

Some waivers or

law changes may
be required.

,/

2. ffeaJth and hwnan services districts
load b.,.]tb ond
human services districts
using current CHS district
boundaries.

•

CBS, CSSA,

county levy
authority
,/

34. Funding health and hWlan services

•
•

Establish a minimum and
adequate level of services
designed to meet basic needs.

Categorical grants
CSSA
./ (see funding
below)

waivers may be required,

Create a new I:rnSD grant.

•

Some waivers or

•

Categorical grants

CSSA
./ (new formula)

Some approvals or

approvals needed.
CbangeOAA

......,.,.,.,
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,/ (See CORE
budget recommendations)

• Use outcome measures in
agency budgets.

• Focus on outcomes in state
relationships with HHSDs.

,/

(some)

• CSSA
,/

• Focus on outcomes in stateprovider relationships.

• Many statutes
regUlating
providers

Some changes to
laws and rules or
waivers needed.

• Focus on outcomes when
planning or delivering services to citizens.

• Many statutes
regulating
providers

Some changes to
laws and rules or
waivers needed.

Write rules to target potentially
critical situations and to
outline minimal acceptable
standards.

Some changes to
laws, rules, and
agency
procedures needed.

Review and repeal some rules.

• APA
,/

Permit regulated entities to
apply for waivers from
existing rules.

,/ (some)

• APA
,/

Agencies investigate and implement new and effective
enforcement strategies.

,/ (may need)

Agencies investigate and implement meaningful sanctions
for noncompliance with rules.

,/ (may need)

Some changes to
laws and rules or
waivers needed.
Some changes to
laws and rules or
waivers needed.
Some changes to
laws and rules or
waivers needed.

Clearly define health and human services customers.
Empower staff (state and local) to serve customers.

(Linked to funding
and rules)

Empower customers to achieve
their goals.

(Linked to funding
and rules)

Some changes in
federal rules or
waivers needed.
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Implementation time line
Changing systems takes time. While structures of bureaUCl3cies are unwieldy and change
slowly, altering any organizational culture is a long-term, transfonnational process.
As the implementation plan indicates, many of the changes that '-"'U1d be needed can be
accomplished by stlle and local gOYelTllJlellts. This means that some of the reoomrnendations could be implemented immediately. Many 0Ibers '-"'U1d require time to work out
the detai1s.

To illustrate the planning necessary to realize CORE's reoommendations for the human
services delivery system, Table 5 on Pages 83 and 84 provides projected dates for the
start and full implementation of each of the reoommendations. Although it suggests a
rather ambitious starting point (the 1993 legislative session), full implementation dates
could remain the same even if initiallegisJation were not passed until the 1994 session.
Some important points should be noted:

• Recommendation 1, establishing a secretary for health and human setVices, is
scheduled to begin in 1995, after the end of CUlrel1t agency commissioners' terms.
• Recommendations 2, 3, and 4 are linked and have the same date for full implementation. CORE reoommends that legislation be passed by 1994 to develq> a plan for the
creation of health and human services districts and that work begin immediately on
development of a set of "minimum and adequate" services.
• Some work could begin immediately on implementing Recommendations 5 through 13,
although stlle statutory changes and some federal waivers may be required to
implement the reoomroendations affecting rules.

The reoommendations that require federal waivers or law cbanges have the longest time
tines, because of the difficulty of effecting cbange at the federal level. Many reoommended shifts in focus, however, could be started while the structural cbanges are being
planned and developed. In particular, stlle and local agencies could begin immediately
to change to management styles that focus on customer service.
Beginoing implementation immediately dces not necessarily mean that cbange '-"'U1d
occur rapidly. For =ple, enabling state agencies and local entities to fully adopt an
outcomes orientation and a customer focus would require some structural changes that
must be realized through the implementation of other reoommendations. Additionally,
because changing from a process orientation to a customer focus requires a eulture change
within stlle and local agencies, it is expected that an eight-year process would be
neressary to reach these goals.

Table 5. Implementation Timeline

HIlS Secretary

CORE introduce, legislature pass bill
specifying authority of secretary and
agency commissioners.

Appoint secretary 1/1/95. Establish
comprehensive budget and policy responsibility.

Vision, agency missions, program integration and coordination, role and data
standards established.

HIlS Districts

CORE introduce, legislature pass bill
requiring a plan for HIlS districts by
2/15/94.

Agency bill specifying district configuration and authority. Executive
branch works on implementation plan•

Implementation 7/1/97.

..............

..!....

.

,

r •••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

"Minimum and adequate"
services package

CORE introduce, legislature pass bill
requiring a new list of services and
priorities.

Agencies, legislative staff, others
develop services and priorities list.
Pass bill 1995 session.

Full implementation by 7/1/97.

New social services funding
fonnula

CORE introduce, legislature pass bill
requiring HHS agencies to design a
new funding fonnula, eliminating
state categorical grants.

Agencies develop a new funding formula. Pass bill requiring implementation to coincide with implementation of
HHSDs.

Implementation 7/1/97.

~i,.,. :~" ": .~:,.,. ~:....:~t"""?::
: " ":~.~:~ ~" ":.:-~.,.,.: ~." "~.,.,. :~" ":~: :oU,I'~ :" "': : :
............... , ' ,

"

Unifonn data standards and new role
standards fully implemented.

.

Use outcome measures in
HIlS agency budgets

Continue present implementation.

Continue to increase outcome measures
in HIlS budgets.

Full use of maximum possible number
of outcome measures by FY 1997
budget.

Focus on outcomes in agency
relationships with HIlSDs

Make administrative changes where
possible.

Agencies continue current review of
roles and include unnecessary parts in
Revisor's bill for repeal.

Pass any bills necessary to fully implement this reconunendation.

Focus on outcomes in state relationships with providers

CORE introduce, legislature pass bill
requiring agencies to review state
statutes and roles regulating providers..

Agencies include unnecessary roles
parts in Revisor's bill for repeal.

Agencies work. with federal HHS to
change federal roles or laws necessary
to implement an outcomes focus or
pilot projects.

Full implementation of outcomesfocused pilot projects by 7/1120C1J.

Focus on outcomes in services
delivery to citizens

Agencies provide technical assistance
to encourage direct service providers
to focus on outcomes.
MFIP implementation.

Agencies introduce, legislature pass bill
to change statutes that unnecessarily
hamper an outcomes focus.
MFIP implementation.

Agencies work. with federal HHS to
change federal roles or laws necessary
to implement an outcomes focus.
MFIP evaluation.

Full implementation of outcomesfocused pilot projects by 71l120C1J.
MFIP evaluation

RECOMMENIM.TION

II

1993

I

1994-1995

1996-1997

I...."""

6-10. lmproYe IU*"mtaJti,
Write I\llca to wget criticaJ.
licu.tionI, and to outline

minimal ~ble...mrdl

CORE iPlroduce, kgillacul'll pOI bill
requirina ~ to review u...rnI1
rWcmaking Jl&ndarlb. a.nfy in

AacneiCl identify

IICUIlW)'

"Ie IUW-

Full ilqllemelUtioa b,711196.

tory chln&;CI, and wrile nccet.MJy

IeJisbtion.

APA,if~.

Review Md repeal

e.xiIlin&:

"""
Pernit",,w.ted~to

-wI, fOl" waiw;.. from e.xUting ndCl

CORE iruoduce, IerUJaeuro put bill
makina clwJp in APA Md
I\lkwriling procea (CORE RuIu
pro;oct). ~n:ic. beain 01" ~
role review.
CORE imoducc, Iepllture pua bill
requiring age...ielto dclcnni... a
proccN aid ltalda.rd. fur walven.

~iCl wrile any IWe bilU, ok wort
with federal HHS to clwlge fedcn.I
IUkI 01" ...... ~ to lU1Iy irnplemcrt !hi. rocommcl'ld.uoct.

Full

Soerclu}'" office write ruk b Wvct
review procell aid Jl&ndarlb. Bated
00 requqtI, .neiel idenLify "Ie Md
federal rolca lhat r-.i revilion.

AgeD;:ia wrile an, ute billll, ok wort
wilh federal HHS to dw1ge foderal
rules or I_I ~ to lU1Iy imp\eml:rt IhiI ~tioo.

Fun ilqllemerotioo by 71112(00.

Aaeneicl idc.llIify lute IUtuUlr)' c~
r-.icd, and wrile l"IeCCIIUY !eJi....

FuJI ~klnClUtioa by 711196.

Ageneiel idc.llIify lute IUtuUlr)' cIwtrnocdcd, and write nc«IW)' kJilla·

Mill

~ieI ~

cumrt ~ or

ruICI and include "tlJW"'_1')' paIU in
R.evi1Ol"" bill fix" repeal.

~kmeuuioo

by 71lnt1XJ.

~lemcrt effective cnfM»rncntltnleJiea

CORE imoduce, IeJi5Lature pa.. bill
requiring agcneiellO d&~ new,
cffective cnfotcerncnr. ItnIeJics.

In1'lemcnr. mcaningfuI _

CORE inr.rocb:c, IeJi"'tlIre pa.. bill
requiring agcneia 10 dclc~ new,
meaningful ~ for nonoxwnpliance wilb ..te re~.

......

Clwiy define bmth and
bumul "'MCI CUSIOmCI'I

(Ibia will be part or 1hc bill outlining
dllticIoflbe HHS Soemuy.)

Link 10 definition or milllion for .,encicl.

~cr lUff 10

(Statutory prcwisionll and timIllinc5
10 irqllcmenl !hi. recommendation
are IinUd 10 funding and NkI recorM"Il:ldMionI.)

Full in1'lemerUtion by 7/112000.

(Statutory proviaionl and time linea
10 irll>lemert IhiI rocommcndation
are linked to funding and NkI recommendations.)

full

tioN for nGrICOfq?1WJce wilb
..Ie reaulMionl

eI

......

in1'1cmclucion by 711196.

eI

U·lJ: 8ecoole customtr·rOCll5Ed

_n

ICl'IC Clll-

~cr CUstomel'lto
.crueyc. Ihr.ir pII

Full in1'lemcrntioa by 7/112000.

inlJlcmenr.ation by 71lnJXiJ.
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CONCLUSION
innesota is a leader in its commitment to health and human services. Many of
its ideas and programs have served as models for the rest of the country. Still,
the system is far from perfect. Good intentions get waylaid by the barriers
described in this report. These prevent success in the human services system and contribute to a persistently negative public perception of human services in general. Reform is
not a one-time event, but a process of continual change. Tune and many positive
experiences with a reformed system will be necessary to dispel these negative images.
Implementation of these recommendations would make significant progress toward
improving Minnesota's human services delivery system:
II

II

II

II

The system needs leadership to guide development of a clear vision and coordinated
missions. Instituting a secretary of health and human services could create an environment conducive to leadership and cooperation.
The administration and delivery of human services have both become fragmented.
Implementing health and human services districts and establishing a set of basic
services along with a new health and human services block grant would reduce this
fragmentation.
Multiple pressures have driven the system toward process and away from results.
Making pragmatic changes in the state's approach to rules for human services and
emphasizing outcomes in areas where the state provides funding could help to reverse
this trend.
The health and human services system exists to serve the citizens of Minnesota. The
recommendations in this report emphasize the importance of adopting a customer focus
at all levels of administration to make the system more responsive to its customers.

Health and human services constitute the government's attempt to bridge the gap between
need and self-sufficiency - temporarily for some people, permanently for others.
Government, however, does not and should not play this role alone. Many nonprofit
organizations, private-sector firms, and volunteers are significantly involved in helping
to meet people's needs. It is appropriate for government to expect families, churches,
community groups, and individuals to be the first to respond to human needs. Ultimately,
the success of society depends on how well these elements work together to give
assistance when and where it is needed.
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APPENDIX A

INfERVIEW INVENfORY

I

I

ORGANIZATION/AGENCY

INDNIDUALS INTERVIEWED

Anoka County
Department of Social Services

Julie Brunner, Director
Bob York, Program Director

Anoka County
Jobs and Training Center

Jerry Vitzhum

Anoka County Schools

Sue Butler, Director of Special Education

National Human Services Organizations

Contacts made by telephone. Number of organizations contacted: 15.
Number of people interviewed: 20.

California, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky,
Maryland, Nebraska, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Oregon, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin
Departments of Human Services

Contacts made by telephone. Number of people interviewed: 17.

Office of Ombudsman for Mental Health

Bruce Johnson, Director

Office of Attorney General

Gail Olson and Human Services staff

Department of Jobs & Training

Executive Team

Department of Jobs & Training

Paul Wasko, John Brenneman

Department of Human Services

Executive Team

Department of Human Services

Barb Anderson, Bob Baird, Jim
Campbell, Jon Darling, Neil Doughty, Dennis Erickson, John Gostovich,
Joel Kvamme, Ron Lang, James
Loving, Steve Nelson, Dan Newman,
AI Rasmussen, Phil Sorenson, Dr.·
Cindy Tumure, Gwen Wlldermuth,
Helen Yates, John Zakelj

Department of Finance

Anne Barry, Dave Johnson, Lois
McCarron, Pam Wheelock

Department of Health

Ryan Church, Andrea Walsh

9S

I

ORGANIZATION/AGENCY

INDIVIDUAIS INTERVIEWED

Departments of Human Services, Health,

Two focus groups of middle manage-

Education, Corrections, Jobs & Training,

ment and professional staff

and Housing Finance
Association of Minnesota Coonties

Pdt Conley; six county administr.llors

Itasca County Social Services

Tom Papin, Director

Joining Forces, Itasca County

Anne Huntley, Director and members

Washington Coonty Social Services

Jim Schug, Director

DRS Mandates Advisory Committee

Committee members

Senate Counsel & Research

Michael Scandrett, counsel

House Appropriations Committee

Marcie Jefferys, fiscal analyst

Human Services of Faribault & Martin
Counties

Duane Shimpach, Director

Dakota Coonty Social Services

Dave Ronoey, Director; Helen
Dahlberg, Beth Fossen, Susan
Askelin

Minnesota Association of Coonty Social
Service Directors

Focus Group: Board of Directors

Association of Minnesota Coonties

Meetings in Twin Cities, Mankato,
and Fezgus Falls

DHS County Commissioners Advisory
Committee

Advisory Committee members

Minnesota Planning

Marilyn Larson, Susan Roth

Humphrey Jnstitite

Paul Light, Ted Kolderie

Citizens League

Lyle Wray

Minnesota Chamber of Commerce

Bill BIa=

Minnesota Business Partnership

Estelle Brouwer

Metropolitan Council

Hal Freshley

Developmental Disability Council

Dr. Colleen Wieck

State Commission on Developmental
Disabilities

Lynette Knapp, C<>a1air
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I

ORGANIZATION/AGENCY

I

INDNIDUALS INTERVIEWED

Minnesota Social Services Association

Focus Group: Mabel Brewer (Pilot
City), Gary Weiers (Mower Co.),
Norbert Bruegmann (Jackson Co.),
Judy Burens (Childrens Home Society), Cindy Regouski (Morrison Co.),
Maureen Wtlkers (Sherburne Co.),
Fay Bawek (Anoka Co.)

Itasca County Clients

Focus group

Dakota County Clients

Focus group

Project Empowerment, Minneapolis

Two focus groups: clients and providers

Interagency Committee on Long-Term
Care (INTERCOM)

Committee members and representatives from senior organizations
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APPENDIXB

Recommendations Response Summary
Based on the decisions made at the Nov. 17, 1992, working committee meeting, CORE
staff prepared a 2a-page document summarizing CORE draft recommendations on the
human services delivery system. This document was mailed to about 90 affected state
agencies, associations, and other interested groups and individuals to seek their written
comments.
CORE received 27 resPOnses: six from state agencies, 13 from counties, and eight from
associations and special interest groups.
This summary outlines these resPOnses on the four broad recommendation areas: state
health and human services organization; local health and human services organization;
health and human services funding; and health and human services delivery.

State health and human services organization
Department of HlU1UlJl Services.~ A secretary must have the ability to appoint both
commissioners and assistant commissioners, in order to initiate change in the "short 4year window of opportunity." The department is concerned that the secretary will be so
far removed from agencies that "depth of understanding of concerns and impacts becomes
questionable. " The agency supports the recommendation to coordinate data collection.
Department of Health: The recommendation for a secretary will "diminish the public
health Perspective" as public health represents a small portion of the state health and
human services budget. The agency recommends "less disruptive, more acceptable, less
costly, probably more effective alternatives," such as "interagency discussions/forums."
If the secretary recommendation is implemented, "changes to the secretary's resPOnsibilities . . . should allow more autonomy to agencies while improving coordination. " These
changes include maintaining the responsibilities for agency vision, mission, and budget
within each agency.
Department ofFi1U1llCe: A comprehensive vision for health and human services may not
be helpful. The resPOnse seems to indicate thatpresent management incomPetenceis the
real issue and that a secretariat system does not address this issue. Secretary authority to
balance funding priorities among progrnms and agencies "will not work" because
secretaries will not be above turf issues and will not be able to resPOnd to the interests
of the state as a whole. The secretarial model "is more hierarchy, another layer of control
and is based on th~ notion that a high-level individual holds the key to making things
work." Recommends "networked solutions" championed by Osborne and Gabler.

Minnesota Planning: Recommends restructuring services instead of agencies. "Departments should be organized around the needs of customers . . . consolidating services for
children and their families into one or two departments that span the whole range of
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health, human services arxI educatioo may be a better way to go."

Governor's Planning Council on Developmentlll Disabilities: The creation of a vision for
the human service delivery system is "crucial."
POl Conley, A.rsodation ofMinnesota Counties j\mofficial respoose): Questions whether,
"a Governor woold be wcl1 seMd by having ooly 6 secretaries instead of the 26
department heads in which to communicate." Stroogly supports the concept of having
slate gools arxI plans arxI "if it takes a secretary to make department heads do statewide
planning, so be it" Urges the secretary to include local staff arxI officials in the planning
process.
Poul McCanvn, Anoka CoWlty commissioner: "While county government is not in a
position to direct slate organization, any effort at coordinatioo and integration of programs
at the state level woold be welcome. . . ."
David L. Sayler, director of Wilkin.r CoWIty Fomily Servia Agency: "The Secretary of
Health arxI Human Services woold be an excellent way to coordinate fragmented services
and create an overall visioo for heath and human services, if the positioo is nonpolitical. "

MIa Aasen, direaor of Moo/let CoWlty Public Health Musing Servia: The secretary
"would increase the cost to taxpayers by adding another layer to government ....
[l]t is important that this appointee have an orientation to prevention."

Minnesota Pubac Health Association: Concerned that under a secretary of health and
human services, public health will get "lost" in the human services bureaucrncy.
Minnesota AlUana for Health Core Conswner.r: The secretary should avoid
intergenerational contests lOr services. This group endorses the strategies for improving
accountability.
Americon Federotion of SIOle, CoWlty anti MWlicipal Employees (AFSCME): The
secretary adds another layer of bureaucracy to government The development of a visioo
"can take ten years, as in the RTC downsizing, and requires input from many interest
groops. "
Core l'roviikr.r of Minnesota: It is unclear how the secretary will improve coordinatioo,
because there are already coordinating committees, such as INI'ERCOM. What is needed
is oonsolidation, not coordination.

Local health and human services organization
of Human Servi= There is "general agreement with the concept of a
different kind of structure with fewer adminislIative entities." There is also general
agreement that "if you are going to take 00 the massive political battle to change from
84 to a lesser number of entities, you might as wcl1 go all the way to 9 or 10 entities. "

DepanmenJ
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Suggests that CORE propose the concept of a reduced number of administrative entities
and have counties group together voluntarily.

DepaJtment ofHealth: The agency "has found the CHS district boundaries well suited
for program planning and administration. It is expected that implementation of this
recommendation will improve service coordination and delivery to communities. "
Minnesota 2a». There should be combined planning with school districts for delivering
of health and human services primarily to students.
Governor's Planning Council on Developmental Disabilities: HHSDs "must assure
equitable access' to community supports and services for people with developmental
disabilities and their families. "
Pal Conley: "Any reforms suggested must respect the authority of the elected county
commissioners, because they are accountable to the taxpayers. "
David L. Sayler: Designating local health and human services districts using current CBS
region boundaries is not consistent with providing the best human services system because
the districts would be controlled by large counties and would be less responsive to lowincome individuals.
Joel Churness: Forwarded a board resolution from Lac Qui Parle County indicating that
the commissioners "strongly oppose the concept of designating local health and human
services districts based on community health services (CBS) district boundaries, and
reducing the current county agencies from 84 to 44 community health districts. "

Mta Aasen: Observed that while the CHS regions are seen as ideal structures, problems
with the stability of boundaries and minimal uniformity among regions would continue
to exist for health and human services districts.
Minnesota Association ofCommunity Health Administralors: The recommendation should
identify the Koochiching-ltasca-Aiken joint health and human services planning as an
example.
Minnesota Public Health Association: Supports the recommendation to create health and
human services districts using current CHS regional boundaries.
AFSCME: Noted that merging health and human service districts has been proposed in
the past and has been met with opposition from local government and other groups.

Health and human services funding
DepaJtment of HlI111OJ1, SelVices: The proposal for minimum and adequate services is
"admirable in concept," but it is difficult to detennine a set of minimum services. The
legislature's past efforts "have brought us where we are today." There is "agreement on
including RTC monies into a block grant." The department expects the RTC lobby to
"actively resist. "
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Depamnem of Hea1Jh: "Some mechanism needs to be included that will ensure an
appropriate level of expenditure for general and public health services."

Deparrmem ofFlTUJllC£: The idea of minimum and adequate services to meet basic needs
"makes a lot of sense. " Implementation will not be easy. This approach "doesn't help the
county with decisions about service rationing. " While the recommendations are "a good
section," they rely on the philosophy that service needs can be determined at the local
govemmentlevel. "A totally different approach" is needed, such as capitation funding.

Minnesora 2m "The thrust of this recommendation is superb. There must be a
definition of basic needs and a clear statement on whether the local districts and or
counties will have taxing authority of their own."
Govel1UJr's Planning CoWlCiI on Developmemal Disabilities: "We have not had good
experience with CSSA, and so we reseIVO judgment about another block grant .... Any
new funding mechanism should remove the geographical differences between counties and
between rural and urban areas. "

Pat Conley: Notes that "the politics would be difficult and probably doom the
recommendation from the start. "

Paul McCanvn: County government bas long supported the principles of block grant
funding. Such problems as prescriptive requirements, the increased development of
categorical grants, the lack of additional funding for current block grants, and the
categorical requirements for county maintenance of effort funding have eroded the
discretion and flexibility associated with block grant funding.
David L Sayier. Supports the recommendation to provide a minimum, adequate level of
service to meet the basic needs of citizens. Added that counties must be allowed the
flexibility to design service plans to address their own unique characteristics.

Nila Aasen: "Prevention bas been the primary mission of public health and if ... IfIelged
with other types funding, prevention would be jeopardized .... "
Minnesora Association of Community Health Administrotor.r: Fe= that prevention and
health promotion would be funded secondarily to treatment services.
AFSCME: Conoemed that the alternative funding structure will be eroded over time, as
has oocurred with other block grants. Also conoemed that the proposed funding structure
would destroy the negotiated downsizing of RTCs.

Health and human services delivery
Department of Human Services: These recommendations are "strongly supported" by
DRS. The agency has recently undertlken similar efforts. Its experience shows that
"implementation of outcomes is neither easy nor inexpensive." Success requires "close
coordination and buy off from the legis\ature ... for potential to be realized. "
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Department ofHealth: "An emphasis on outcomes is appropriate, but the focus should
include both long-tenn and short-tenn results. The outcomes of many preventive health
interventions are not measurable for years. "
Department of Finance: This is a "well-designed series of recommendations."
Investigation of actual programs and more detail are needed.
Pat Conley: Strongly supports the recommendations in this section. Outcome measurements and greater coordination of services can be achieved through incentives rather than
mandates.
Paul McCarron: Counties would welcome a move away from process and prescriptive
state requirements to a more outcome-oriented focus.
David L. Sayler. Supports the recommendations. He added however that "implementing
this drastic change of policy from process to outcomes could be very difficult" and
recommends "a gradual implementation of this goal."

Minnesota Alliancefor Health Care Conswners: Endorses the concept of streamlining the
rule-making process.
AFSCME: Since quality is hard to define, the concept of using outcomes should be
considered over an adequate amount of time to guarantee that existing processes are not
sacrificed.

Summary of Robin PanLener's response
In a Feb., 1993, letter to CORE Chainnan Arend Sandbulte, Robin PanI..ener, CORE
member and president of the Minnesota Association of Professional Employees, raised
several issues regarding the CORE Human Services Project. Following is a summary of
those comments:
Generally, he objects strongly to the CORE recommendations on human services. He
agrees with the project goal of improving client outcomes but feels that the report has
another goal of expediting the closure ofregional treatment centers, requiring RTC clients
to enter privately operated facilities, and that the commission has not paid sufficient
attention to the "1G-year plan" for downsizing the RTCs that was negotiated between
affected parties.
He also feels that private services are not likely to meet the needs of RTC clients. He
does not agree with what he sees as the implication of the report to use outside
contractors instead of state employees to provide services. In addition, he cites the
Chemical Dependency Treatment Fund as an example of a "bad outcome" after program
funds were consolidated.
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APPENDIX C
STATE HEALnI AND HUMAN SERVICES AGENCIES AND PROGRAMS
Primary State Agencies
Department of
Human Services

Other State Entities

Delivery System

Other Stakeholders

Department of
Health

Department of
Jobs & Training

Housing
Finance Agency

Department of
Education

Department of

Veterans Affairs

Department of
Corrections

Department of
Finance

Minnesota
Planning

Attorney
General

Office of
the Governor

State
Legislature

Boards, councils,

Minnesota
counties

School
districts

Area agencies
on aging

Indian
reservations

Nonprofit
providers

Private
providers

Judicial
system

Law
enforcement

Advocacy
groups

& commissions

Human services in Minnesota are planned, delivered, regulated, or othetWise affected by
many entities. The Department of Human Services is the primary state human services
agency. The departments of Health and Jobs and Training also plan or regulate many
human services, as do the departments of Education, Veterans Affairs, and the Housing
Finance Agency. Other entities affect these agencies' administration of human services
programs. These include executive branch offices, the legislature, various boards and
commissions, service providers, and other stakeholders.
The following tables1 depict three important elements that help in understanding human
services delivery in Minnesota state agencies. The first is the identification of programs
within an agency. The second is a classification of how the program's services are
delivered, as indicated by a
The third indicates which agencies provide similar or
complementary services to those of the primary agency, as indicated by a-v.

*.

Note: Agenq listings are provided as background material to aid in an understanding of
how the human services system in Minnesota is organized. Because complementary
listings do not necessarily indicate duplication, these lists alone should not be used to
make specific detenninations about program delivery.

1The Minnesota Guidebook to State Agency Services 1992-1995 was the primary reference source
for agency program information. (Published by the Minnesota Department of Administration,
1992.) On all organizational charts and tables, only those divisions including human services
programs are listed.
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The Department
Human Sernces odmini_ the
largest budget of any state agency - . total of more
than $3 billion annually. About threc-quarters of the
DHS budget is spent on health care prograrm; the Mcdical Assistance program makes up most of that percent-

age. The remainder of the departme:at's programs are
social selVices and what are traditiooally thought of as
"welfare" programs. About half the DHS budget comes
from federal funds. Services are provided through vat·
iaus combinations of federal state, local and client
funding.
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,f

SOCIAL SERVICES
Chemical Dependency
Elderly Ombudsman & OAA programs
Family PreselVation
Child Support Enforcement
Child Protection
Children's Funds

(frost Fund & Child Care)

Adoption & Guardianship
Children's SelVices
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__t_Se_lV_i_ces

-+1 :""'~1_-..J_+~+.:"i-::-~:4(~~:~;;,;;..({+-..J-~~1
..
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Deaf SelVices
DD Residential Programs
DD Day Training & Habilitation
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MINNESOTA DEPARTMENf OF HEALTH
The Minnesota Department of Health (MDll) links
with local health programs through the Community
Health Services (CHS) system. Services include health

promotion, disease prevention and control, family
health, environmental health, home health and emergency medical services. The newly established health insurance program (MinnesotaCare) for uninsured Minnesotans and the licensing and regulation of residential fucilities are also provided through MDH.

HEALTH PROTECTION
Refugee Health Screening Coordination

COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES
Public Health Nursing

MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH
Services to Children with Handicaps
Women, Infants & Children (WlC)
Supplementol Food (MAC)

Child Health Screening & Promotion

MN HEALTH CARE COMMISSION (Mhm"-"'laCare)
HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSI'EMS
Managed Care Regulation! Access

HEALTH RESOURCES
Swvey & Compliance
Quality Assurance & Review
Health Facility Complaints
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DEPARTMENf OF JOBS AND TRAINING
The Department of Jobs and Training
facilitates economic security by providing
programs and services that promote ec0nomic independence and self-sufficiency
for the unemployed and underemployed.
The human' services system is directly
affected by programs in the following
divisions: The division of Community
Based Services, the Rehabilitation Services Division, and State Services for
the Blind.
COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES
Self-sufficiency

Community & Economic Assistance
Head Start

Emergencyffransition Housing
Emergency Food Assistance
Work & Training

Work Readiness
Food Stamp Employment
Stride
Youth Employment & Training
Dislocated Workers
Energy Programs
Job Training Partnership Act
Rehabilitation Services
Services for the Blind
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MINNESOTA HOUSING FlNANCE AGENCY
The Minnesota Hoosing Finance Agency
(MIlFA) was creatOO by the state legislature in
1971 for the purpose of providing'... sanitary, deceot and safe residential dwellings at
prices or rentals which per>OOS and f.lmilies of
low and moderate income can afford. "

HOME IMPROVEMENf PROGRAMS
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HOME OWNERSHIP OPPORTUNITY

.

Community ReinvestJ:l::lenl

Mortgage Assistance

Indian Housing
Affordable Housing Partnership

*
*
*

*

MULTIFAMILY PROGRAMS
Homesbaring Program

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Family Rentals
Homeless Assistance
M.J. Rental Assistance Demonstration
Resideoces for Persons with DO
Subsidized Housing Preservation
New Construction Tax Credits
SPECIAL NEEDS HOUSING
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MINNESOTA DEPARTMENf OF EDUCATION

The Minnesota Department of Education
provides human services through its planning
and programs for students with disabilities,
community education, prevention and risk reduction, and child nutrition. A number of the programs listed on the table are in areas where
significant coordination with other state agencies
occurs. The agency selVes 436 local school
districts and other educational agencies through a
program of planning, research, consultation,
coordination, communication and in-service
education.

I}\Q;F?::I

COMMUNITY EDUCATION
Adult Basic Education
Adult Refugee and LEP Education
Adults with Disabilities
Early Childhood Programs
Family Literacy
GED

School Age Child Care
Migrant Education

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Early Childhood Special Education
Transitional Special Education
OTHER PROGRAM AREAS

Educational Choice Programs
Food and Nutrition Programs

Homeless Programs
Youth Service and Development
Drug Abuse ~es

Violence Programs

* Agencies primarily refer clients
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I
DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

The Department of veterans Affairs assists
Minnesota vetelans in obtaining benefits and
services provided by the fuderal Department of
Veterans Affairs. The department also operates four veterans homes that provide boarding
care or nursing care to veterans and their
spouses.

I

I
I

I
I

War Orphans Education Program
Veterans Educational Assistance Program

I

Veterans Prefetence

Oaims Assistaoce

I

Guardianship
Veterans Homes

DEPARTMENf OF CORRECTIONS
The Department of COmrliODS,
thmugh the Community Corrections Act
(CCA) and a variety of victim services
programs, provides 1fclmica1 assistance
and funding to local human services
provider>. The CCA is designed to
encourage development of local correction systems that include sanctions for
offender> and a variety of community
service programs.

COMMUNITY SERVICES
Field Services
Community Corrections Act
Contracted Services

MANAGEMENT DIVISION
Program for Battered Women
Victims of Sexual Assault
Victims of Crime!Abused Children
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APPENDIX D

Community Health Services Districts
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APPENDIX E. COUNTIES & CHS DISTRICTS BY SIZE AND DIRECTOR SALARIES
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Population
District 24
Lincoln
Lyon
Murray
Pipestone
Tdal

6,890
24,789
9,660
10,491
51,830

5
5
5
5
20

1,378
4,958
1,932
2,098
2,592

District 25
Redwood
Renville
Total

17,254
17,673
34,927

5
5
10

3,451
3,535
3,493

CIt

SSDir.
Salary
(OOOs)

HealthDir
Salary
(0005)

N/R

N/R

N/R
31
84

30

0
83
0
31
114

35
36
71

78
80
158

30

53
N/R
N/R

43
44
87

SS&PH
Tdal salaries
(000s)

District 26
McLeod
Meeker
Sbley
Total

32,030
20,846
14,366
240,756

5
5
5
15

6,406
4,169
2,873
16,050

49
47
49
487

39
35
38
314

88
82
87
801

District 27
Carver

47,915

5

9,583

57

52

109

District 28
Scott
jIooo&
jIooo&

#of
Pop. served
county
per
commissbners commissbner

57,846

5

11,569

47

54

101

Population
District 36
Watonwan

11,682

5

2,336

District 37
Falrbault
Martin
Tdal

16,937
22,914
39,851

5
5
10

3,387
4,583
3,985

District 36
Blue Earth

54,044

5

District 39
Dodge
steele
Tdal

15,731
30,729
46,460

District .co
FreEborn
District 41
Mower
District 42
Olmsted

SSDir.
Salary
(000s)

#of
Pop. served
per
county
commissbners commlssbner

Health Dir.
Salary
(000s)

41

N/R

SS&PH
Tdal salaries
(000s)

16

N/R

57

N/R

60
60

34
34

94
94

10,809

57

40

97

5
5
10

3,146
6,146
4,646

38
43
81

38
41
79

76
84
160

33,060

5

6,612

53

34

87

37,385

5

7,477

44

35

79

106,470

5

21,294

61

43

104

District 29
Dakota

275,227

7

39,318

70

63

133

District 43
Winona

47,828

5

9,566

54

45

99

District 30
Brown
Nicollet
Total

26,984
28,076
55,060

5
5
10

5,397
5,615
5,506

43
45
88

40
37
77

83
82
165

District 44
Fillmore
Houston
Total

20,777
18,497
39,274

5
5
10

4,155
3,699
3,927

39
39
78

33
32
65

72
71
143

District 31
LeSueur
Waseca
Tdal

23,239
18,079
41,318

5
5
10

4,648
3,616
4,132

39
43
82

31
41
72

70
84
154

GRANlTOTAL

4,375,099

445

9.832

$4,359

$2,786

$7,145

Totals by county and district size
2,606,434
8 largest courties
21 midsize courties
893,962
58 smallest counties
874,703

50
105
290

52,129
8,514
3,016

$565

$408

$1,062
$2,390

$834
$1,342

$973
$1,896
$3,732

4-5 courty districts
3-courty districts
2-courty districts
1-county districts
(excl. Hennq:>in)

157
45
120
113
106

3,850
7,805
4,509
27,008
19,052

$1,288
$767
$1,010
$1,216
$1,119

$486
$769
$881
$881

District 32
Rice

49,183

5

9,837

50

50

100

District 33
Goodhue
Wabasha
Total

40,690
19,744
60,434

5
5
10

8,138
3,949
6,043

59
39
98

39
39
78

98
78
176

District 34
Nobles
Rock
Total

20,098
9,806
29,904

5
5
10

4,020
1,961
2,990

48
45
93

38
38

86
45
131

District 35
Cottonwood
Jackson
Total

12,694
11,677
24,371

5
5
10

2,539
2,335
2,437

39
47
86

32
32

39
79
48

Sources: 1990 U.S. Census; Association of Minnesota Counties 1992 salary survey.

N/R

N/R

604,429
351,243
541,050
3,051,891
2,019,460

$585

$1,873
$1,253
$1,709
$2,097
$2,000

SS &; PHN Director salaries per 10,000 population
$3.73
Largest 8 counties (100,000+ population)
$21.21
21 midsize courties (30,000-99,999 population)
$42.67
Smallest 58 counties « 30,000 population)
$6.87
$9.90
$32.88
$35.67
$30.99

l-courty districts (22 districts)
(excluding Hennq:>in)
2-county districts (12 districts)
3-county districts (3 districts)
4-5 county districts (7 districts)

• NfR means not reported. In most cases, this is
becalEe counti<s share one person for this
pa;ition.

APPENDIXF
FISCAL ASSlJl\!IPTIONS
Recommendation 1: Establish Office of the Secretary of Health and Human
Services: Savings of $497,700 the first year and $801,000 in subsequent years.

1. All personnel costs combined average or midpoint salaries with fringe benefits.
2. Numbers rounded to nearest 100.
3. Office and supply costs are not calculated. With a reduction of total positions, the
costs could be expected to decrease.
4. Positions included in the Executive Office of the Secretary include:
One executive secretary @ $108,000
One administrative clerical @ $ 39,000
Two chief officers @ $ 62,400
Three planning and policy professionals @ $ 56,000
One clerical support @ $ 32,500
SUBIDTAL

$ 108,000
39,000
124,800
168,000
32,500
$472,300

5. Current agency positions replaced by executive office include:
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5

deputy commissioners @ $ 80,600
administrative coordinators @ $ 62,400
clerical support @ $ 32,500
planning and policy professionals @ $ 56,000
SUBIDTAL

$ 443,300
343,200
178,800
308,000
($ 1,273,300)

6. One-time transition costs, including severance: 20 percent of executive salaries; 30
percent of other positions.
Deputy commissioners and administrative coordinators
Professional and clerical support staff
SUBIDTAL

$ 157,300
146,000

$ 303,300

Recommendation 2: Establish Health and Human Services Districts (IllISDs):
Annual savings of $2,404,000 in county funds.

1. New districts would follow current CHS district boundaries.
2. Health and human services administrative and planning offices would be centralized
for each district, allowing 104 health and social services director positions to be
eliminated.
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3. Savings are based on social services and public healllt director salary costs only.
Potential savings in fringe benefits would be offset by !he costs of layoffs, severnnce,
or early retirement incentives.
4. Other staff reorganization for new illISDs would be cost neutral.

5. Savings would be less if counties chose 10 hire additional staff willt lite salary savings.

6. Savings would be realized by !he counties thai cunently are in a multi-rounty district
but thai do not share a Social Services or Public Healllt Nursing Director willt ollter
COWlties.
HHSIl POTENTIAL SAVINGS

Directors Total

Public Health
Directors Total

COMBINED
TOTAL

$2,801,000

$1,703,000

$4,504,000

($1,218,000)

($882,000)

$(2,100,000)

$1,583,000

$821,000

$2,404,000

Social Service

Current expenditures for 21 small
counties in a multi-<:OWlty CBS district

Proposed expenditures for 21 small counties joined into districts·

Savings potential per year:
• Buod on average singJo.county di5trict expenditure.
Sou~

Association of Minnesota Countiellm salary Survey

Rfcornmendations 3 and 4: Establish Service Equity and Create New IllISD Block
Grant: Savings of $2,679,080 lite first year and $7,881,080 in subsequent years.
The HHSD block grant allows counties 10 cboose !he most appropriate treatment setting
for human services cuslomers in need of residential care. Savings of approximately
$2,679,080 in lite first year and $7,881,080 in subsequent years are expected 10 result
from new efficiencies in placements for some cunent residents of regional treatment
centers (RTCs). This is based on lite following assumptions: t
1. Based on !he most rerent (April 1991) RI'C staff standardizfd client assessment, 42
percent of cunent mentally ill RI'C residents could be appropriately served outside lite
RI'C.
2. Ongoing state support fur community alternatives would be necessary 10 support
community care fur Ihese individuals. The level ofcommunity alternatives needed can
be calculated based on:

a. RI'Cs would stop serving !he 400 "easiest" residents, most of whom have RI'C
stays of 2 10 12 monlhs. For this group of residents, each RTC bed serves an

tlnformatioD provided by the Department of Human Services.
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average of three people per year. Ten percent of the long-tenn MI residents would
be more appropriately served in nursing facilities (see assumption c, below).
Therefore, 90 percent of the 400 individuals would be suitable for community
alternatives. This would require 1,080 community "slots" (400 x 90% x 3).
b. Occasional rehospitalization would be needed for people receiving community
support services. DHS experience with community support programs indicates a
hospitalization reduction of 60 to 70 percent. If current RTC beds represent
146,000 bed-days (400 beds x 365 days), about 30 percent of those bed-days will
still be needed (43,800 bed-days). The table below reflects those 43,800 days of
hospitalization at $460 per day in inpatient units of community hospitals. It is also
assumed that federal reimbursement will be available through modification of the
DRG payment system, or through a special MA contract that would allow payment
over currerlt DRG rates.
c. Needs assessment data indicated that the best setting for about 40 of the 1,080
people would be in community nursing facilities. The table below estimates their
cost at the current average maximum metro "K" rate of $122 per day for FY
1992, plus 5 percent inflation per year through FY 1995.
d. The table below assumes flexible funding to provide individualized services to the
individuals. It is assumed that the state will fully utilize federally reimbursable
options such as personal care attendants and home health services. It is assumed
that the average cost for MA-reimbursable services (including drugs and other
ancillary services) will be $50 per day. MA funds will be supplemented by state
and county funds to cover needs that are not MA reimbursable, estimated at an
average of an additional $30 per day. Both the MA and non-MA figures represent
total cost, and are reduced further by $10 each to reflect services currently being
paid for through existing programs for those times of the year when these
individuals are not in an RTC.
3. Assuming no cuts in current community capacity, annual costs to serve 400 current
RTC residents (about 40 percent of the current total of mentally ill individuals in
RTCs, excluding the Security Hospital) would be:
&timated annual cost to provide community alternatives to 400 RTC MI beds
MA Grants: Periodic rehospitalization in
community hospitals

Total Cost

State Share

$ 20,148,000

$ 9,268,080

2,061,962

948,503

15,768,000

7,253,280

7,884,000

7,884,000

TafAL

$ 45,861,962

$ 25,353,863

Average cost per day per bed eliminated

$ 314.12

$ 173.66

MA Grants: Nursing facilities
MA Grants: Personal care, home health, day treatment, other ancillary services
State MH Grants: Community support, housing, crisis
services
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4. Based on RTC FY 1992 per diems and MI census, the average systemwide per diem
for mentally ill individuals is $227.64, in state dollars. The state share cost for
community care is $174 per day. The difference is a savings of $7.8 million a year:
RTC cost: $227.64 x 400 x 365 = ($ 33,235,440)
Community cost: $173.66 x 400 x 365 = $ 25,354,3«1
($ 7,881,080)
5. With closing of 400 RTC beds, a staff reduction at affected RTCs can be assumed.
Based on the state RTC employee bargaining unit Memorandum of Understanding,
employees can choose either another state job or enhanced severance pay. The
enhanced severance packllges include: cash payoff up to $7,500; oormal severance
(40 perrent of sick leave); vacation payoff; uncontested unemployment claims; aod
six months of stale-paid portion of individual health insurance. The following
assumptions also apply:

a For 400 MI beds, there are:
Type of staff

Fl'E.

# of actual
employees

Direct Care
G<nenl Support

%
full-time

%
put-time

Full-time
empl""""

employees

Part-time

475

58.

63%

37%

371

218

60

66

80%

20%

53

13

424

231

Tal'AL

b. Based on past experience, about 50 percent of employees can be expected to take
another state job; about 50 percent can be expected to take the enhanced
severance pack:lge.
c. Full-time employee seve= pack:lge totals $18,000; part-time employee
severance pack:lge tolals $12,000.
d. Calculation:
424 employees' 50% . $18,000
231 employees· 50% • $12,000

~
~

$3,816,000
$1,386,OOJ
$5,202,000 severance cost
(first year transition cost)

Adding the severnncecost to the first-year net savings of $7,881,080 reduces toIa1
savings in the first year to $2,679,080.

ADDEM>UM TO ANALYSIS OF RECOMMEM>ATIONS 3 and 4:
CORE staff preplred the last analysis based on data supplied by DRS. CORE staff then
provided a draft of this appendix to DRS staff prior to publication. As a resu1~ DRS
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infonned CORE that some of the original assumptions supplied by DHS were not entirely
correct. DRS also expressed concern about the CORE comparison of RTC cost with
community cost. Subsequent to a meeting that included CORE, DHS and Department
of Finance staff, DRS detennined that they would not be able to supply CORE with
updated infonnation.
The issues discussed were:
•

Length of stay is probably longer than originally projected. The effect is that fewer
community slots would be needed, reducing the total cost of community care.

•

Although DRS originally stated that MA reimbursement for mentally ill individuals
in RTCs was negligible, the agency later stated that there was a measurable amount
of MA reimbursement. This has the effect of reducing RTC cost.

•

The estimated present cost of community care seems to be very low in original DHS
estimates. A revised estimate would have the effect of reducing the projected cost
of community care.

•

The cost of community service needed seems very high in the original DHS estimate.
The effect of a revised estimate would be a lower community care cost.

As a result of this discussion, CORE speculates that the net effect of these potential
changes could be a measurable increase in the projected savings.
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